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Abstract
The touch gesture shortcut is one of the most significant contributions to Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI). It is used in many fields: e.g., performing web browsing tasks (i.e., mov-
ing to the next page, adding bookmarks, etc.) on a smartphone, manipulating a virtual
object on a tabletop device and communicating between two touch screen devices. Com-
pared with the traditional Graphic User Interface (GUI), the touch gesture shortcut is
more efficient, more natural, it is intuitive and easier to use. With the rapid development
of smartphone technology, an increasing number of data items are showing up in users’
mobile devices, such as contacts, installed apps and photos. As a result, it has become
troublesome to find a target item on a mobile device with traditional GUI. For example, to
find a target app, sliding and browsing through several screens is a necessity. This thesis
addresses this challenge by proposing two alternative methods of using a touch gesture
shortcut to find a target item (an app, as an example) in a mobile device.
Current touch gesture shortcut methods either employ a universal built-in system-
defined shortcut template or a gesture-item set, which is defined by users before using
the device. In either case, the users need to learn/define first and then recall and draw
the gesture to reach the target item according to the template/predefined set. Evidence
has shown that compared with GUI, the touch gesture shortcut has an advantage when
performing several types of tasks e.g., text editing, picture drawing, audio control, etc.
but it is unknown whether it is quicker or more effective than the traditional GUI for finding
target apps. This thesis first conducts an exploratory study to understand user memori-
sation of their Personalized Gesture Shortcuts (PGS) for 15 frequently used mobile apps.
An experiment will then be conducted to investigate (1) the users’ recall accuracy on the
PGS for finding both frequently and infrequently used target apps, (2) and the speed by
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3which users are able to access the target apps relative to GUI. The results show that the
PGS produced a clear speed advantage (1.3s faster on average) over the traditional GUI,
while there was an approximate 20% failure rate due to unsuccessful recall on the PGS.
To address the unsuccessful recall problem, this thesis explores ways of developing a
new interactive approach based on the touch gesture shortcut but without requiring recall
or having to be predefined before use. It has been named the Intelligent Launcher in
this thesis, and it predicts and launches any intended target app from an unconstrained
gesture drawn by the user. To explore how to achieve this, this thesis conducted a third
experiment to investigate the relationship between the reasons underlying the user’s ges-
ture creation and the gesture shape (handwriting, non-handwriting or abstract) they used
as their shortcut. According to the results, unlike the existing approaches, the thesis
proposes that the launcher should predict the users’ intended app from three types of
gestures. First, the non-handwriting gestures via the visual similarity between it and the
app’s icon; second, the handwriting gestures via the app’s library name plus functionality;
and third, the abstract gestures via the app’s usage history.
In light of these findings mentioned above, we designed and developed the Intelligent
Launcher, which is based on the assumptions drawn from the empirical data. This thesis
introduces the interaction, the architecture and the technical details of the launcher. How
to use the data from the third experiment to improve the predictions based on a machine
learning method, i.e., the Markov Model, is described in this thesis. An evaluation experi-
ment, shows that the Intelligent Launcher has achieved user satisfaction with a prediction
accuracy of 96%.
As of now, it is still difficult to know which type of gesture a user tends to use. There-
fore, a fourth experiment, which focused on exploring the factors that influence the choice
of touch gesture shortcut type for accessing a target app is also conducted in this thesis.
The results of the experiment show that (1) those who preferred a name-based method
used it more consistently and used more letter gestures compared with those who pre-
ferred the other three methods; (2) those who preferred the keyword app search method
created more letter gestures than other types; (3) those who preferred an iOS system cre-
ated more drawing gestures than other types; (4) letter gestures were more often used for
the apps that were used frequently, whereas drawing gestures were more often used for
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4the apps that were used infrequently; (5) the participants tended to use the same creation
method as the preferred method on different days of the experiment.
This thesis contributes to the body of Human-Computer Interaction knowledge. It pro-
poses two alternative methods which are more efficient and flexible for finding a target
item among a large number of items. The PGS method has been confirmed as being
effective and has a clear speed advantage. The Intelligent Launcher has been developed
and it demonstrates a novel way of predicting a target item via the gesture user’s draw-
ing. The findings concerning the relationship between the user’s choice of gesture for the
shortcut and some of the individual factors have informed the design of a more flexible
touch gesture shortcut interface for ”target item finding” tasks. When searching for dif-
ferent types of data items, the Intelligent Launcher is a prototype for finding target apps
since the variety in visual appearance of an app and its functionality make it more difficult
to predict than other targets, such as a standard phone setting, a contact or a website.
However, we believe that the ideas that have been presented in this thesis can be further
extended to other types of items, such as videos or photos in a Photo Library, places on a
map or clothes in an online store. What is more, this study also leads the way in tackling
the advantage of a machine learning method in touch gesture shortcut interactions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
With the rapid development of apps on smartphones, the pattern of app usage has
changed considerably (Statista 2016a; Carrascal and Church 2015). It has been esti-
mated that current smartphone users spend nearly three hours on their apps per day
(Lipsman 2017). Their app access has become more frequent, which is now estimated to
be 150 times, on average, per day (Slideshare.net 2017). Additionally, with such a large
number of apps available in the app market (Statista 2015a), having hundreds of apps
installed on a smartphone for a variety of tasks is becoming increasingly common (Yahoo
2014). A consequence of these changes is that the conventional methods of app access
on smartphones can no longer effectively handle the new situation (Li 2012).
Take an Android phone as an example: a typical Android phone can hold up to 16 nor-
mal sized app icons in one single screen (see Figure 1.1). That means the smartphone
users who have more than 16 installed apps need to navigate through several screens to
find any given target app. Even in average conditions, six to seven screens are needed
to hold these apps. Finding a target app by navigating and browsing these GUI screens
is very time-consuming and inconvenient (Felt et al. 2011).
A lot of research has been done dedicated to tackling this problem. These search
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Figure 1.1: An example of using GUI for app access. The actions circled by the red dotted
line need to be repeated several times.
methods either rely on grouping apps with similar functions into the same category or on
the same screen (Bo¨hmer and Kru¨ger 2013; Lulu and Kuflik 2015; Singh et al. 2015), or
on searching for the target according to the app’s name, which users input via the key-
board or through voice access (Apple-siri 2016; Lewe 2002; Google 2015a). However,
these approaches are still not commercially available due to the following reasons. First,
app searching by category can fail if a user understands a category differently from that
defined by the system (Zhang et al. 2012). Second, searching for an app’s name using a
keyboard can be inconvenient in scenarios such as walking (Wang et al. 2015) or when
using only one hand (Bragdon et al. 2011). Third, searching by voice has low public ac-
ceptance. Moreover, both keyboard input and voice search require the user to remember
an app’s name, problems arise when the user forgets the name.
Using touch gestures can overcome these limitations and allow for more efficient,
natural and direct interactions with smartphones (Morris et al. 2010; Albinsson and Zhai
2003). A touch gesture shortcut does not rely on any grouping/display method, nor does
it require a keyboard or voice input. Furthermore, touch gesture shortcuts are easy to
input compared with keywords. Using them does not rely on the keyboard or any small
buttons, thus avoiding the fat finger problem (Baudisch and Chu 2009). This method can
be used for a wide range of everyday tasks, including text editing, picture drawing (Gould
and Salaun 1987), audio control (Strachan et al. 2010) and content browsing (Billinghurst
and Vu 2015). Research has revealed that among these commonly performed tasks,
most of the time users tend to use gestures for accessing the installed apps (Poppinga
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et al. 2014).
However, the current touch gesture shortcut methods may not work effectively when
a large number of apps have been installed because they all employ a universal built-in
system-defined shortcut template (Li 2010a 2012; Ouyang and Li 2012; Lu and Li 2015;
Roy et al. 2013). They require users to learn a template first and then draw the gesture
shortcut to access the target app associated with it. For example, the gesture ”G” is
a shortcut template for accessing the Gmail app. Users can only open Gmail app by
drawing ”G”. Although it is an effective method, a significant limitation is that it is not easy
to pre-define a set of gestures for all apps on a user’s smartphone, because the apps
installed by users vary from one person to another. Moreover, the number of gestures
that can meet all users’ requirements is large. Even if a comprehensive template could
be created, users may not be satisfied with the predefined gestures. They may instead
prefer gestures to be defined differently.
On the other hand, several Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches for quick app access
avoid this problem by predicting and prompting a short list of apps that a user is likely
to use based on specific contexts (Baeza-Yates et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2012; Bo¨hmer
et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2012; Shin et al. 2012) or the user’s personal
preferences (Kim et al. 2017; Gillespie et al. 2014; Raptis et al. 2017). However, these
approaches do not benefit from the advantages of a touch gesture shortcut. Approaches
such as Gesture Search (Li 2012), Gesture Marks (Ouyang and Li 2012) and Gesture
On (Lu and Li 2015) benefit from combining two methods. They use the wise of AI to
infer the user’s intent target items from the touch gesture shortcut they draw. A common
feature of these approaches is that they rely on either a purely handwriting recogniser
(Bahlmann et al. 2002; Connell and Jain 2001; Hu et al. 2000) or a combination of this
with a pre-collected gesture-app library from the population of users. As a result, they
can infer the meaning of a gesture that has not been defined. Nonetheless, the accuracy
of prediction is limited. The average prediction accuracy of Gesture Marks was under
61% (when the top match of all three repetitions of the test are considered).
Another method uses the Personalized Gesture Shortcut (PGS) to access the target
app. However, research which focused on system functions (Wobbrock et al. 2009) dis-
covered that users tended to create the shortcuts relying on different information. For ex-
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ample, when users were asked to create gestures for shortcut access to a smart phone’s
key functions (e.g., answering/ rejecting the coming call, turning the phone to silent mode,
etc.), the users did not always create gestures based on the textual information of such
functions as a quarter of the gestures created by participants resembled certain visual
elements in the app icons. This seemed to echo the picture superiority effect (Paivio and
Csapo 1973; Childers and Houston 1984), whereby a concept is sasier to recall if it is
presented as a picture rather than as words.
Overall, the current touch gesture approaches are still not commercially available be-
cause they (1) require users to learn a system-defined template before using them; (2)
they all limited by the prediction accuracy; and (3) they do not support recognition of PGS
which has been created based on information other than textual information.
1.2 Motivation and Research Aims
By observing the limitations noted in the previous section, including:
• Having to shift backwords and forwards several times between different screens
when searching for a target app if using the current widely used method.
• Grouping the apps with similar functions into the same category in order to save
the app finding time was limited by the accuracy of the grouping algorithm and the
user’s understanding of how it worked.
• Being limited by the scalability (the pre-system defined template).
• Requiring learning to take place before using (via system-defined gestures).
• Users tending to create gestures by relying not only on textual information but also
other information.
These limitations motivate this thesis. Consequently, this thesis aims to propose
methods to improve the interaction method for digital target accessing experiences on
mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets).
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1.2.1 PGS Method
Although current studies have shown the great potential of touch gesture shortcuts based
on a template, the effort required to learn the template has hindered any wide spread
adoption.
To overcome this limitation, this thesis proposes an alternative approach that uses a
Personalized Gesture Shortcut (PGS) for fast app access. This method allows users to
personalize their own gesture shortcuts. We tested this approach using an Android app
named Agile Gesture (to be introduced in detail in 3.2) in two steps. First, we explored
whether the approach is effective for the selected 15 frequently used apps. Second, we
tested it under the settings which mimic daily use of smartphones.
This approach requires a learning process similar to that of the template-based meth-
ods in that it also relied on the user’s memory to recall the shortcuts they had defined, but
it was much less demanding (Oh and Findlater 2013). Previous work has examined re-
call memory 24 hours after learning a gesture template predefined by a system (Nacenta
et al. 2013). Although the study showed the average recall rates on the next day were
55% for gestures predefined by the system designer, it was unknown whether the mem-
ory of PGS would also follow the same pattern. Moreover, it was unclear how a longer
retention time beyond 24 hours might affect the memory of PGS. This is important be-
cause an app may not be used until a few days after its gesture shortcut is personalized
(Wortham 2013).
Another important justification for the PGS should be the speed, relative to the GUI,
at which users are able to access the target apps. Previous touch gesture methods, in-
cluding those aimed at improving the speed of accessing data on smartphones, did not
measure the time taken to complete app access. To assess the potential speed advan-
tage of PGS, we compared the speed of PGS with GUI for app access tasks. The speed
of GUI for app access is likely to depend on the position of an app icon on a smart-
phone (Zhang et al. 2012). Apps on the home screen should take less time to access
compared to those on other screens. Because the space on the home screen is limited,
users usually keep the most frequently-used apps there for easy access. However, for
less frequently-used apps, it could take users much longer to find.
In summary, the research aims of evaluating the effectiveness of the PGS method are
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as follows:
• To test user recall accuracy using the PGS for 15 selected frequently-used apps 24
hours after their personalization.
• To test user recall accuracy using the PGS to access both frequently and infre-
quently used apps 24 hours and 7 days after their personalization.
• To compare the speed of the PGS with GUI when accessing both frequently and
infrequently used apps 24 hours and 7 days after their personalization.
1.2.2 Intelligent Launcher
Although the speed advantage and effectiveness of the PGS method has been confirmed
through the first (frequently-used apps) and second experiment (both frequently and infre-
quently used apps) in this thesis, PGS still can not be used without predefined gestures.
This thesis intends to overcome this, with the help of AI techniques, through the proposed
Intelligent Launcher, which is an interface that can predict a user’s intended app from the
touch gesture shortcut they have drawn.
Several pieces of previous research have motivated this thesis. Gesture Search (Li
2010a) relies on an alphabetical recogniser, which allows users to select their apps from
a shortened app list. It recognises the sequence of Letter gestures drawn by the user
and displays a list of apps ordered by the degree of frequency of use of the letter(s)
matched to the app’s name. Gesture On (Lu and Li 2015) further saves accessing time
by allowing the user to draw a Letter gesture from the lock-on screen mode. However,
studies have shown that users do not always create Letter gestures. They also use
Drawing gestures when they are given the freedom to define their Gesture Shortcut (Zhai
et al. 2012; Poppinga et al. 2014; Malloch et al. 2017). Gesture Marks (Ouyang and
Li 2012) addressed this issue and improved the approach’s scalability by adding a non-
handwriting (Drawing gesture) template constructed from a population of end-users.
However, these approaches have not considered gestures being created based on
an app’s function. Users do not always remember the target app’s name. When they fail
to recall the name of an app, the name-based approaches cannot be used. Additionally,
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the Drawing gesture’s prediction relies on the template created by another population.
Because users tend to use different apps, such templates are not effective for all users
(Bo¨hmer et al. 2011; Shin et al. 2012).
To overcome the existing limitations and to build a more efficient method, we first
conducted a study to find out the reasons underlining the creation of gestures. Based on
the findings, the Intelligent Launcher was developed. In order to evaluate the Intelligent
Launcher, we conducted a second evaluation study.
In summary, the research aims are as follows:
• To establish the pattern of gesture creation by app users to inform the design of an
intelligent target-item-finding interface based on a touch gesture shortcut.
• To provide design details regarding how to construct a gesture-app mapping set.
• To evaluate the effectiveness of the Intelligent Launcher.
1.2.3 Improve the prediction of Intelligent Launcher
Figure 1.2 shows the prediction process of the improved Intelligent Launcher. Although
this thesis has given guidelines on and demonstrated how to predict three types of ges-
ture in Chapter 5, users do not use these types of gestures equally. For more accurate
predictions, the Launcher should know which type of gesture the user draws before pre-
dicting since the prediction of the different types of gesture rely on different predictors. For
example, the prediction of the Letter and the Drawing gestures rely on two gesture-app
sets, but the power of each set’s contribution to the prediction is different.
Previous studies have identified different types of gestures created by users for dif-
ferent reasons (Nacenta et al. 2013; Poppinga et al. 2014; Wobbrock et al. 2009; Zhang
et al. 2016; Lu¨ and Li 2011). Therefore, this thesis has reviewed related work to un-
cover the factors which may influence the user’s choice on type of gesture and conducted
an experiment to explore the relationship between these selected factors and the ges-
ture types. Specifically, this thesis has analysed the influence of user preference (i.e.
whether an Android or iOS user, the preference for an app finding method and gesture
creation reason, frequency of target app usage) on the gesture type (i.e., Letter, Draw-
ing or Abstract) they create. Our predictor indicates all input gestures as Letter, Drawing
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Figure 1.2: Overall prediction process of improved Intelligent Launcher. The process
added as improvement is shown in the red rectangles. From left to right, the first red
rectangle shows the process of using the factors which are extracted from the user profile
to predict the type of gesture. The second red rectangle shows the process of improving
the candidate’s target prediction via learning from the relationship between the matching
set and the app’s Name, Function, and the Icon set. For more details, please refer to
Chapter 6.
or Abstract gestures based on the result of T scores which have been calculated form
equation (6.1). The type with the highest T scores among the three types is indicated
as the type of gesture. For gestures that indicate as a Letter gesture, we adopted the
alphabetical template as the source of recognizer; for those using Drawing gestures, we
adopted the template consisting of all the installed app’s icons as the source; for those
using Abstract gestures, we adopt eight items from the Abstract gestures template which
had also been used in previous research (Appert and Zhai 2009; Dittmar et al. 2015;
Gillespie et al. 2014).
Previous work (Escalera et al. 2017; Rautaray and Agrawal 2015) predicted the target
based on a universal template. Our work has proposed a method to predict the target
based on different templates (i.e., app’s Name, Function and Icon sets). These sets do
not contribute equally to the different types of gesture. For example, a Letter gesture may
better explain and predict via the app’s name or function, but not the app’s icon. Thus, the
Name and Function sets have more power when predicting a Letter gesture’s target than
the Icon set. Therefore, for a better prediction, we need to know how much the power of
each set contributes to the particular type of gesture prediction.
Overall, the last challenge was to find a proper AI method predicting based on all
these related known factors (i.e., the user’s profile). In this way, the Intelligent Launcher
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can re-fine the prediction results based on the users’ profile. Bayesian networks are ideal
for predicting the likelihood that any one of several possible known causes may be the
contributing factor (Blodgett and Anderson 2000; Margaritis 2003). Bayesian networks
are a type of probabilistic graphic model that uses Bayesian inference for probability com-
putations. The higher the probability value the candidate target has, the more likely it will
be the target the user wants. The probabilistic graphic can be constructed based on the
known relationships between the input gesture and the factors extracted from the user’s
profile.
In summary, to improve the Intelligent Launcher’s predictions, the research aims are
as follows:
• Review existing studies which focus on fast app access and identify the aspects
which may influence the choice of gesture.
• Explore the relationship between these factors and the gesture type (i.e., letter,
drawing or abstract) chosen.
• Evaluate how much the name, function and icon sets contribute to the letter or
drawing gesture’s ability to predict based on the user’s profile.
• Specify a Bayesian network model for the improvement of the predictive power of
the Intelligent Launcher based on the user’s profile.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis has proposed two alternative methods of using a touch gesture shortcut for
target app access: PGS and the Intelligent Launcher. A method for improving the predic-
tion accuracy of the Intelligent Launcher has also been proposed.
By seeing the potential of using a touch gesture shortcut to interact with a mobile
device, this thesis first focused on using the PGS method to improve the app access-
ing process. Two experiments were conducted to verify the effectiveness of the PGS
approach. The first experiment showed that the participants could recall 80% of their
personalized gesture shortcuts for accessing 15 frequently-used apps (Chapter 3). The
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second experiment showed that PGS held a clear speed advantage over GUI, especially
when accessing infrequently-used apps (Chapter 4). The advantage was observed after
both a relatively short (24 hours) and a longer (7 days) retention period following the par-
ticipants’ initial personalization. The mean proportion recall accuracy of PGS was 0.84
after 24 hours of initial personalization, which was higher than 0.55, the mean proportion
recall accuracy of the gesture shortcut template reported by Nacenta et al. (2013). Based
on these findings, the advantages and limitations of our method are discussed. One ma-
jor challenge is that users may not recall the gesture correctly as they have personalized
it.
To face the challenge of the PGS method, the Intelligent Launcher provided another
way of finding the target app via the touch gesture shortcut (Chapter 5 and 6). It does
not require the user to memorise the shortcut anymore. The Intelligent Launcher could
predict the potential target app via the gesture the user has given without it being prede-
fined. Unlike Gesture Search (Li 2010a) or Gesture On (Lu and Li 2015), the Intelligent
Launcher can not only predict based on a Letter shape gesture bus also a Drawing or
Abstract shaped Gesture.
Using the Intelligent Launcher also revealed that Letter gestures were not always
based on the app’s name. They could also arise from an app’s function: e.g., a gesture
”N” for ”Google Map” being based on its ”Navigation” function. This thesis also found that
users tend to use a single letter gesture (e.g., ”M”) arising from the app’s name (e.g.,
for ”Messenger”) more often than a multiple letter gesture (e.g., ”Mes”), while it’s exact
opposite occurs for gestures created from an app’s function. For example, gestures like
”Nav” which consisted of more than one letter, was used more often than ”N” (i.e., an
abbreviation of ”navigation”). Most Drawing gestures were created similar to the target
app’s icon, e.g., a ”triangle” gesture for ”YouTube”. It should be noted that a small number
of Drawing gestures have no semantic meaning, e.g., a horizontal line, yet these can be
created for the most frequently-used apps. We name this kind of gesture the ”Abstract-
Type” in this thesis, and they infer their target app via the app usage history.
Overall, the Intelligent Launcher’s novelty is three-fold, as follows:
• It employs an alternative method to infer the target app from a drawing gesture by
assessing its visual similarities with the icons of the installed apps rather than mak-
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ing inferences based on the predefined gesture templates from another population.
This improves the accuracy of prediction because the source for predictions comes
from the users’ own apps rather than the apps shared with other users.
• It expands the existing Gesture Search and Gesture On programs by allowing a
letter gesture based on either an app’s name or its function.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first interface that supports the prediction
of Abstract-Type gestures by analyzing the app’s usage frequency recorded on the
app usage history.
By investigating the prediction accuracy of the Intelligent Launcher, this thesis found
that prediction can be improved if:
• The gesture type can be predicted first since different types of gestures can be ex-
plained and predicted using different sources. For example, the majority of correct
predictions of a letter gesture was predicted from the app’s name. However, the
majority of correct predictions of a drawing gesture was predicted from the app’s
icon.
• Knowing the power (potential) of each template (set) contributes to the three pre-
dictors (see Figure 1.2) when predicting. The rational is the Name, Function and
Icon sets equally contribute to the three predictors. For example, the Name set
contributes more (60%) than the function set (16%) to the Letter Predictor.
Based on this, Chapter 6 focuses on improving the prediction of the Intelligent
Launcher. A Bayesian network model which specifies the relationship of the type of
gesture, the user’s profile and the target app (conditional dependency) is proposed based
on the findings of the experiment. The network obtains the probability value of the target
app by taking advantage of the user’s profile. For example, if a user draws a gesture “N”,
our approach predicts this to be a Letter gesture since their profile shows they prefer the
Keyword Search Method when finding the target. Then, the Intelligent Launcher predicts
his/her Letter gesture-target app set as having two matching candidates: “Notepad” and
“Google Map”. Again, the profile tells us that he/she preferred to create a gesture based
on the app’s name. Thus, we can finally predict that “Notepad” is the most probable target
app for the user.
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This is different from previous studies that predict app usage based on contextual
information, app usage patterns or functionality. Their prediction accuracy is limited and
they do not benefit from the touch gesture shortcut. This thesis has revealed the potential
of the user’s profile included on their smartphone’s system, their preferences regarding
gesture creation, their app finding method and the app’s usage frequency in predicting the
user gesture’s type. Additionally, this thesis has demonstrated the method of improving
the target prediction of the Letter and Drawing gestures according to the user’s profile.
1.4 Thesis Outline
• Chapter 1 introduces the research background, motivation, research aims and the
main contributions of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 sums up the related work of this thesis.
• By seeing the advantages of the touch gesture shortcut in target accessing reflected
in the literature, Chapter 3 focuses on personalized gesture shortcuts. Chapter 3
conducts an experiment to provide evidence that the PGS is effective in accessing
frequently-used apps.
• Chapter 4 extends the study of Chapter 3. It further focuses on the PGS method
for app access under the settings which mimic our daily lives. A novel touch gesture
shortcut method allows the users to use whatever gesture they like as a shortcut to
access both frequently and infrequently used target apps. However, the PGS will
be seen to be limited by the user’s memory concerning their self-defined gesture
shortcuts.
• Noting the challenges of the PGS method, Chapter 5 focuses on the Intelligent
Launcher. It is a novel method combined which combines the methods proposed
in Chapter 3 and 4 (PGS) and AI techniques which can predict a user’s intended
target app from the gesture they draw. The gesture does not need to be predefined
or memorized in advance.
• Chapter 6 focuses on improving the predicting accuracy of the method proposed in
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Chapter 5 (the Intelligent Launcher). The improvement in the method is motivated
by the results provided in Chapter 5.
• Chapter 7 summarises the work of this thesis and discusses potential future re-
search.
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Literature Review
This section will provide a survey of related work that includes: (1) research which has
attempted to improve the app finding task by organizing apps by categories; searching
by app name; and using touch gesture shortcut methods; (2) a review of the gesture’s
definition and its history; (3) an assessment of the advantages and usages of the touch
gesture shortcut in HCI.
2.1 Improvement on the App finding task
A lot of research has been aimed at simplifying the process of app access on smart-
phones in recent years. The Traditional Graphic Interface (GUI) can be difficult to use
and be time-consuming due to the increased number of apps currently being installed by
users (Li 2010a). This thesis reviews the research which has focused on improving the
app finding task by the methods which follow.
2.1.1 Organize apps by Categorise
Inevitably, apps need to be displayed on multiple pages. To allow users to access the
installed apps more easily, Lavid Ben Lulu and Kuflik (2013) proposed an unsupervised
machine learning method to classify installed apps into functionality-based categories.
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The program then displays the apps with similar functions on the same page of the
screen. They further developed a set of menus which help users to operate the app
finding process with ease by cataloguing hints (such as app function and icon colour) in
the corresponding menu (Lulu and Kuflik 2015). Similarly, ZapDroid (Singh et al. 2015)
has classified installed apps into different categories both according to the apps’ func-
tionality and the frequency of use. Such approaches help users to find apps more easily.
However, they all rely on the user’s understanding of a category.
2.1.2 Keyword Search Method
Keyword search is another way to assist app access. It does not rely on pre-classification.
Recent smartphones all have a built-in search function, such as Spotlight Search (Apple
2017) on the iPhone, and Google Now (Google 2015a) on Android phones. However,
these approaches need users to input the keywords required to implement a search by
either typing them or speaking them aloud. These methods are either limited by the input
space or by social tolerance in public. The input space issue is also known as the ”fat
finger” problem, which refers to the situation when the area available on display for a key
input is too small (Baudisch and Chu 2009). Voice input can be a nuisance in public or in
the presence of others. These issues have been addressed by Fitzmaurice et al. (1993),
whose experiment showed that gesture-based approaches provide a more natural way to
overcome these two issues. Gesture-based methods allow a user to use a touch gesture
for a particular task, such as, the ”-” gesture for volume down and ”+” gesture for volume
up.
2.1.3 Voice Search Method
The development of voice recognition technologies has opened the door for voice search
on mobile devices. Similar to the keyword search, voice search is another way in which
users can access a target item on their mobile devices (Apple-siri 2016; Lewe 2002;
Google 2015a). Voice Search had already been used before it was introduced to mo-
bile devices. It had been used for searching on mobile web browsers (Guy 2016; Acero
et al. 2008) and on mobile device’s operating the Google Search Engine (Schalkwyk
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et al. 2010). Voice search applications utilize speech as the primary input modality. Un-
fortunately, mobile settings often involve extraneous noise, which results in low voice
recognition accuracy (Paek et al. 2008). Despite this, the voice search method can work
in a relative quiet environment. However, the tolerance for voice input in the public en-
vironment is low. Therefore, an input modality other than voice input, such as the touch
gesture shortcut is needed.
2.1.4 Touch Gesture Shortcut
Even though the methods mentioned in the previous three sections (i.e., Section 2.1.1;
2.1.2 and 2.1.3) seemed to have already solved the research problem, but they suffered
from limitations. These included reliance on the user’s personal understanding of the
category, the ”fat finger” problem and the low public tolerance.
The touch gesture shortcut is a new dimension in mobile interaction which can help
improve the app finding task. On the one hand, the touch gesture shortcut does not suf-
fer from the limitations mentioned above. On the other hand, it has advantages over the
traditional interaction methods(i.e., selecting from a hierarchical menu, such as the cate-
gory menu or using keyword or voice input for to carry out a search). The touch gesture
shortcut has better communicative attributes than the traditional means of interaction,
such as keyboard input or voice input. Plus, the touch gesture shortcut is a more intuitive
way for humans to interact compared with the traditional ways (e.g., using select buttons,
controlling a slider, etc.).
Various forms of gesture have also been proposed for accessing different target items,
their advantages having been identified. For example, the location information on a mo-
bile can be accessed by sweep and shake gestures (Robinson et al. 2009), while ap-
plications, contact records etc. can be accessed by alphabetical gestures (Li 2010a).
Specific objects in a scene can be accessed by pointing gestures in a human-robot inter-
face (Schauerte and Fink 2010), while images or sequences of videos can be accessed
by horizontal or vertical swipe gestures on a touch-based device (Schoeffmann 2014).
Various tasks can also be performed via touch gestures: for example, editing a text or
drawing pictures (Gould and Salaun 1987), controlling the music player (Strachan et al.
2010) or web browsing (Billinghurst and Vu 2015).
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Several approaches that use gestures for app data and information access have
achieved good results (Li 2010a; Lu¨ and Li 2011; Lu and Li 2015). However, these ap-
proaches still rely on the textual information of apps as cues for gestures (i.e., alphabet-
shaped gestures often refer to the first letter of an app’s name). This means they will
become less effective when users forget the names of these apps. This may happen
more often with less frequently-used apps. Moreover, such gestures are still predefined
by the system/developer, which makes them harder for users to recall than user-defined
gestures (Morris et al. 2010). A study (Wobbrock et al. 2009) on universal gesture pat-
terns found that, when users were asked to create gesture shortcuts to access smart-
phone data, they did not always create gestures based on the textual information alone
(Heuwing et al. 2015). In fact, a quarter of gestures created by participants for accessing
apps result in drawings shaped to resemble certain visual features of the app icons. This
suggests gestures other than alphabet-based shapes can also play a key role in a user’s
creation of gestures. It should be noted that the time spent on accessing the target item
was not measured in this experiment.
Our proposed method does rely on AI but in a different way from previous methods.
We predict the target app not only based on the function of but also on other information
about the apps. The PGS method does require a gesture as input; however, this could
be not only a letter-like gesture but also drawing-shaped gestures.
2.2 Gesture definition and history
Gestures play an important role in the field of human-computer interaction (Westerman
et al. 2001). Differing from the original definition of gesture as “a physical expression of
human mental concepts” (McNeill 2000), in the HCI field, a gesture is defined as a partic-
ular hand moving pattern performance by a user who wants to interact with a computer
interface (Pavlovic et al. 1997).
The technology of gesture interaction in the HCI field has developed along with the
gesture-controlled user interface and gesture recognition techniques. These two tech-
niques have been inseparable in their support of and influence over each other. In the
following section, the history of the development of the gesture in the HCI field will be
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demonstrated following the development of the gesture-controlled user interface and ges-
ture recognition techniques.
The first study of how humans use gestures to represent their intentions dates back
to 1975 (Bulwer 1975). Since then, researchers of anthropology, neurophysiology and
psychology have developed an interest in observing the relationship between human
gesture behaviour and their language in use (McCafferty and Stam 2009; McNeill 2000).
More recently, researchers in the HCI field have become interested in how to benefit from
gesture interaction techniques to control computer systems.
The first finger-driven touchscreen device was invented by E.A. Johnson in 1965 in the
United Kingdom (Johnson 1965). This device was sensitive to the point touch of a finger
and provided the first effective way of using point touch-based gestures, such as tap and
double-tap, to interact with a computer. This approach was improved by Johnson himself,
two years later, but it still could process only one touch at a time (Johnson 1967). Then,
in 1982, the first multi-touch system was designed by Mehta (1982) at the University of
Toronto; it supported multi-touch gestures such as double-tap at the same time. It could
detect the point of a finger or several fingers on the panel for interaction, and register
the finger gesture as an input to the system. This was when the era of gesture-based
interaction opened.
With the development of technology, not only the psychical touch on the screen, but
also a gesture in the middle of the air can somehow control a system. In addition to
the multi-touch gesture, the in-air gesture is another kind of gesture that users employ
performing a gesture without touching the device. The in-air gesture was first used in
Krueger’s (Krueger 1983) system for interaction between two users. The system could
determine who or what was touching it. It was a video-based approach which could track
hands, fingers, and their owner through video cameras and could display these shadows
on a projector.
At that time, the gesture recognition technique was important for the development
of gesture interaction (Derpanis 2004; Mitra and Acharya 2007) since, without a proper
recognition method, we could not imagine how we might benefit from adopting gestures
as a form of interaction. Gestures could be captured and recognized through a variety
of techniques, such as “data gloves”, deep camera-based analysis and data mining. The
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aim of gesture recognition is to identify a gesture performed by a user and interpret it for
the computer. Basically, the recognition approaches can be divided into two categories:
approaches using data gloves and vision-based approaches (Murthy and Jadon 2009).
The data glove based gesture recognition method was researched by Fels and Hin-
ton (1993), Sturman and Zeltzer (1994) in the early stage, and then, in 2003, Tarchanidis
and Lygouras proposed a method to recognise gestures by attaching force sensors to
the rubber-coated data gloves using a particular kind of glue (Tarchanidis and Lygouras
2003). However these sensors were inconvenient for users when performing gestures
because they were attached at the finger joints. The “blind finger gesture” was hindered
by these sensors. Fahn and Sun addressed this problem in 2005. They proposed a new
glove which had the sensors attached to the back of the glove instead of at the finger
joints. This new glove also used magnetic induction coils as sensors to achieve better
results of measurement while, at the same time, the service life was prolonged compared
with other kinds of sensors adopted by earlier approaches (Fahn and Sun 2005). Then,
in 2009, the KHU-1 data glove, consisting of three tri-axis accelerometer sensors, one
controller and one Bluetooth, was developed by Kim et al. (Kim et al. 2009), taking de-
velopment another step forward. The glove had a built-in 3D digital hand model which
could track the hand motion and transform the signals to the PC via Bluetooth. Overall,
these methods mainly relied on the sensors attached to the glove, which could capture
and transform the motion of the fingers into electrical signals for recognition.
However, with the data glove-based recognition method, gloves or other similar equip-
ment were needed when the user preformed the gestures not only for a computer system
but also on a mobile device. In 1993, IBM and BellSouth introduced the Simon Personal
Communicator- the first mobile device which allowed users to interact by using gestures
(Rodriguez-Feliz and Roth 2012). A stylus was required to navigate the menus and to
input data. In the same year, Apple also released their touch-capable Newton PDA, which
was the origin of the Message Pad. It still needed a stylus for inputting text (Gessler and
Kotulla 1995).
Vision-based recognition methods have been intensively researched recently, as
they can support easy and natural gesture interactions without the need for gloves (Erol
et al. 2007). The most comprehensive review of vision-based recognition approaches
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was completed by Pavlovic et al. in 1997 (Pavlovic et al. 1997). They reviewed the
gesture recognition approach based on the three processes employed in gesture iden-
tification: modelling, analysis and recognition. Another review presented by Garg et al.
(Garg et al. 2009), introduced the various aspects of gesture recognition, reviewed the
available algorithms for gesture recognition and gave examples of the applied range of
the recognition. The applications of vision-based gesture recognition were reviewed by
Wachs et al. in 2011 (Wachs et al. 2011). The most recent study was done in 2015. It
reviewed the previous work related to gesture recognition in the HCI field and analysed
the advantages and shortcomings of vision-based recognition (Rautaray and Agrawal
2015). They found that the methods which required the physical contact of the user were
uncomfortable, they were more accurate regarding recognition and implementation was
less complex. Vision-based devices were more user-friendly but suffered from complex
configuration and occlusion problems.
In 1999, iGesture was introduced by Wayne Westerman at the University of Delaware
(Westerman 1999). With iGesture, additional equipment was no longer needed to achieve
interaction. Users could use their fingers to directly interact with the multi-touch surface.
Simple finger gestures, such as touch and slide across the screen, were supported in
this approach. Westerman’s work has become an example of a modern touchscreen-
equipped device which is supported by gesture-based interactions.
Gesture-based interaction became more and more popular with the development of
touch screen equipment technologies. The twentieth century was the time when gesture-
based technologies flourished. Touch gestures have been used to fulfil many kinds of
tasks in the HCI field. Gestures have been adopted even on devices with relatively small
screens such as wearable watches. The touch gesture was first used on the Gesture
Wrist in 2001 (Rekimoto 2001). Gesture Wrist is a wristband-type input device that can
follow hand gesture directions; it allows users to use their fingers to interact with it directly.
However, the gesture inputs are limited to simple single finger gestures, such as pointing,
sliding, etc.
In 2006, the multi-touch finger gesture was used on the Tablet PC; it was introduced
and demonstrated by Jeff Han at a TED Conference in Monterey, CA (Han 2006). With
Han’s interface, users could use their fingers to flick photos, stretch them out and pinch
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them in an easy and intuitive way. At the same time, the gestures vocabulary was en-
riched due to the fact that the interface could support multi-touch. For example, pinch
gestures could be used for zooming in or zooming out and gestures of two-finger drag-
ging at the same time could be used to rotate an object.
One year later, Apple released their iPhone, stating that they had “invented multi-
touch” as part of this device. Almost at the same time, Microsoft released their 10-inch
tabletop touch platform named “Microsoft PixelSense” (ENDERLE 2012). Since then, the
public have had the chance to be exposed to multi-touch technology, and can now use
their fingers to control their phones and PDA devices.
In brief, the development history of gestures used in the HCI field can be viewed from
four aspects. First, the form of the gesture used to interact with the computer system has
changed from point-based gestures to in-air gestures and then, finally, to touch-based
(point & path) gestures. Second, the number of fingers engaged in the interaction tasks
has increased from one to several. Third, the devices have gradually become smaller
(moving from computers and large screen projectors to tablets and mobile phones and
then to wearable devices). Today, multi-touch gesture is widely used on smartphones and
intelligent devices, such as the iPhone and iPad. Finally, the additional equipment, such
as the stylus, which was needed at first, is no longer required. Now, users can directly
use their fingers as a tool to interact with their smart devices anywhere and anytime they
want (Touch Gesture).
2.3 The advantages of Touch Gesture and its usage scenario
With the unceasing progress of user interface, from textual to 2D graphical, to touch and
multi-touch screen interfaces (Garg et al. 2009), and the development of touch screen
technology, touch-based gesture interaction has become a new dimension in mobile in-
teraction (Li 2012). Touch gesture interaction is different from the traditional methods of
interaction with graphic interfaces, and it has the advantage that it cannot be underrated.
Note that the gesture in this section refers to the touch gesture.
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2.3.1 Naturalness and gesture based NUI
Gesture is a powerful means of communication that is used frequently in daily life, and
it is an important component of human body languages. The good communicative at-
tributes of gesture make it reflect what humans think without needing any training. We
always unconsciously use gestures to express our intended meaning. So, using ges-
tures to achieve the communication between humans and computers is a natural way
compared to the other traditional interaction approaches such as keyboards, pens, etc.
(Fang et al. 2007). Researchers who have recognized this advantage, including Kipp
et al. (2007), Stern et al. (2008), Song et al. (2012), and Chaudhary et al. (2013) in the
HCI field, have done a lot of work in their attempts to benefit from the natural of ges-
tures. Research conducted by Wachs and Wigdor has also shown that using gestures
has great potential in establishing a natural user interface (Wachs et al. 2011; Wigdor
and Wixon 2011). The potential is expressed in three main aspects. First, users can
use gestures without requiring long periods of learning and adaptation due to their basic
communicative form. Second, the cost of the gesture interface and the development of
gesture detection, tracking and recognition technology promise more possibilities. Third,
the gesture patterns used to control applications are easy to perform and remember.
Due to the naturalness of gestures, they are used as an approach for building up the
NUI in the HCI field (Sanna et al. 2011 2013). In 2012, an NUI called Kinect Presenter
(KiP) was introduced which allowed users using gestures to control the slides they were
presenting (Cuccurullo et al. 2012). An NUI on a Microsoft Kinect was developed by
Furbach and Maron (Furbach and Maron 2013), through which users could use their
gestures to navigate through the virtually digital university building. For example, to turn
left in the virtual building, users could move their left hand and point to the left. More
recently, a study has been done to learn more about user satisfaction and enjoyment and
the learnability of gestures adopted in an NUI for accomplishing simple computer tasks
(Vaidyanathan and Rosenberg 2014).
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2.3.2 Intuitiveness and gesture control
Apart from the naturalness of gestures, using them to interact is intuitive. Note that the
“intuitive” used here follows the definition given by Naumann et al. (Naumann et al. 2007),
which refers to interactions based on a user’s intuition. That is to say, if a user can
apply prior knowledge unconsciously with less mental effort during an interaction, it is an
intuitive interaction (Blackler et al. 2010). An example of showing the nature of a gestures’
intuitiveness is Fitz-Walter’s study. He claimed that using gestures to navigate Nintendo
Wii menus is done in an intuitive way compared to the way of using the pointer technique
(Fitz-Walter et al. 2008). The intuitiveness of the gesture makes it is very easy for a user
to use. For example, users can directly manipulate an object with their fingers and the
result (feedback) of the manipulation can be seen immediately. The convenience can
be found in at least three aspects: 1) users do not need to control additional equipment
such as a mouse or keyboard; instead they can use their fingers to interact (Poupyrev
and Maruyama 2003); 2) it is much easier to manipulate an object using one’s fingers
than typing a series of commands or choosing the desired action from a given menu of
gestures (Minsky 1984); 3) it is easier to use gesture than virtual buttons when users are
in a mobile context: e.g., while walking or being distracted (Bragdon et al. 2011).
Obviously, the process of using gestures to control a virtual object is similar to control
a real object: for example, rotating and moving an object. Since the users do not need
to invest a lot of energy in learning how to control a virtual object with gestures, using
gestures has been adopted in many cases.
1. Gestures have been used to control objects, remote devices or objects in remote
devices.
Gesture Avatar (Lu¨ and Li 2011) is an interface where users can draw gestures
that represent the target objects and then control them. For example, the user can
draw a rectangle gesture to represent the video slider and select it as the target,
then use dragging gestures to control the video slider. The AirTouch panel (Lin et
al. 2013) allows users to control remote home appliances, such as the television or
the air conditioner, by gestures. Similarly, U-Remo (Ujima et al. 2014) is another
approach to control home electronics. User-friendly gestures set for control tasks
has been developed. Doors can be controlled by gestures, and this approach is
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more convenient than traditional methods for users to open, close, lock and unlock
the door. Moreover, this is a great solution for physically challenged people (Zeiß
et al. 2014). The Gesture Mote allows users to use gestures under many circum-
stances (including pointing, clicking, navigation and shortcut gestures) to interact
with objects on a remote display (Lu¨ et al., 2014).
2. Gestures have been used to control the objects on a large display.
Since the objects in large displays are out of a user’s reach, they are hard to con-
trol directly via touch gestures. A remote pointing method has been introduced to
address this problem. Users can select, rotate, and resize photos displayed on a
large screen by remote gestures using a pinching gesture with the thumb and fore-
finger (Tochihara et al. 2016). Handyscope (Kuribara et al. 2014) has introduced a
technique using pull-out gestures to control objects on a large display which allows
multiple users to interact with the same object simultaneously, without conflict.
3. Gestures have been used to control music players.
An innovative approach has been presented by Strachan et al. (2010). They give
a conceptual demonstration of how to use gestures to interact with and control a
music player.
4. Gestures have been used to control the browsers.
Aside from the common tasks that we frequently encounter when browsing, the
flick gesture for controlling the browser to go backwards and forwards has been
comprehensively studied by Moyle and Cockburn (2003). Billinghurst and Vu (2015)
have proposed a natural gesture set for common web browsing tasks, including
submitting forms, going back to previous pages, etc.
However, unwanted movements, accidental touching, occlusion and other problems have
hindered the widespread adoption of gesture control. Palomares et al. (2014) proposed
two different methods to reduce this problem. They used the ”Borders” surrounding
the object to reduce the occlusion problem which arises when a whole screen object
is touched by multi-fingers. They have proposed a technique involving “the help of a
proxy” to address the unwanted movement issue. To move an object, the user needs to
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connect an object to the proxy. The user must first tap on the proxy and then tap on the
object and then a line is drawn between the two objects. Then, the proxy movements are
reflected in the object. Our methods are different from those mentioned in the research.
Both PGS and the Intelligent launcher do not require the UI to be reconfigured, nor a
”proxy” to be designed. We use natural gestures to control the objects which the user
intends to access.
2.3.3 Estate free and usage on smart-watch
Using gestures has another advantage. It is space-saving when used on small screens.
Unlike keyboard or virtual buttons, gestures do not take up the screen’s real estate (Na-
centa et al. 2013) due to the combination of the display and the input space (Poupyrev
and Maruyama 2003). For today’s smart device, space-saving is important, especially
when the screen size is limited. One of the reasons is that the screen becomes crowded
with the increasing amount of content that needs to be displayed; thus, for the input area,
it is a case of the smaller, the better. Another reason is that the input area may sometimes
overlap the information or virtual buttons needed (Wigdor et al. 2007); gestures may be
one way to save the input area for displaying bigger buttons.
With traditional touch-based input methods (virtual keyboard or menu), the users’
hands may block out necessary information appearing on the screen. This problem is
especially significant on the smartwatch since the screen real estate is limited. The way
to overcome this disadvantage by using gestures to interact with these small screens
has been studied. Arefin Shimon et al. (2016) explored how to use gestures to extend
the input space for 31 common smartwatch tasks. In the same year, another approach
of using 16 bezel to bezel (start from bezel and end at anther bezel) swipe gestures to
enrich the input vocabulary were presented by Kubo et al. (2016).
2.3.4 Rich vocabulary and usage for inputting
The gesture vocabulary (Nielsen et al. 2003) can be extended easily, as gestures have the
potential to provide an unlimited number of possible interactions (Heuwing et al. 2015).
This advantage is especially obvious in touch gestures compared with in-air gestures,
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since 1) the number of in-air poses that users can easily perform is limited, and 2) the
recognition of complex in-air gestures depends on the development of corresponding
techniques. For touch gestures, almost every finger point path that a user may perform
can be a new gesture to extend the scalability of touch gesture vocabulary.
When considering operations such as insert, delete, etc. during the input/editing and
the text/graphical entry, there are two parts to the task. A study involving five experiments
was done to monitor the gesture flexibility when using it to accomplish common opera-
tions occurring during the editing of text and drawing pictures (Gould and Salaun 1987). It
was found that the users in the experiments tended to use similar gestures for the same
tasks (e.g., move, insert, etc.) when editing. The results of this research inspired the
editor designers to develop a better editing system. In the same year, Wolf and Morrel-
Samuels (1987) proposed a template for operations required in editing tasks, such as a
”ˆ” gesture can launch the “insert” command. They encouraged interface developers to
build the editor interface based on their findings. These two pieces of research have con-
firmed that using gestures for editing text or pictures is feasible since users have shown
great consistency in creating them and can easily recall them in the editing task.
Simultaneously, gestures are also effective for text/graphic entry. First, gestures are
very flexible and can be used to extend non-alphanumeric input (Findlater et al. 2012).
Gestures can enrich input vocabulary (Roudaut et al. 2009; Song et al. 2011; Heo and
Lee 2011; Heo et al. 2014): what can be inputted by keyboard can also be done by ges-
ture. Furthermore, gestures are especially helpful for information that is hard to express
or describe (e.g., shapes or symbols). InkAnchor, proposed by Ren et al. (2014), is a
digital ink editor that allows users to easily create ink-based notes by drawing and writing
on a mobile phone touchscreen with one’s fingers. Second, gestures can assist users to
input with a current virtual keyboard.
The performance of gesture inputting may be good on a smartphone-sized device, but
when the operating area is squeezed, such as on a smart watch, it is hard to ensure the
same performance compared with devices with bigger screens. To address this issue, a
finger-mounted fine-tip stylus, called a “NanoStylus” has been introduced. With the sty-
lus, users can point on a smart watch quickly and accurately, with no occlusion (Xia et al.
2015). Even though a stylus is needed, a one-dimensional finger-interaction interface
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has been developed which can greatly save the input area (Yu et al. 2016). Users can
use single-stroke gestures in one-dimension, such as a line gesture, to input on wear-
able glasses. The vocabulary and the learnability of this interface are balanced by the
developer. All the words in English can be input through this one-dimensional interface.
Another approach using fingers to input has been developed by Gordon et al. (2016).
They used human motor control adaptability, modern statistical decoding and error cor-
rection technologies to achieve good gesture typing performance on smartphones.
2.3.5 Eyes-free and usage in moving environments
Gestures could be eyes-free: that is to say that users do not need to keep their eyes
on the screen when performing gestures. This is confirmed by an experiment in which
the eye-gaze data of the user looking at the phone were recorded (Bragdon et al. 2011).
The data was recorded when a user completed given gestures tasks. The tasks were
designed to mimic three different levels of distraction (i.e., No Distraction, Moderate Situ-
ational Awareness Task and Attention-Saturating Task). In our everyday lives, when users
need to pay attention to other things, such as driving, eyes-free interaction is especially
important (Ecker et al. 2009).
Therefore, in addition to the ease of performing gestures in moving environments,
when users need to pay attention to other things, using gestures is more convenient than
other interaction methods. Two examples of the benefits of using gestures are: gesture
have been used in interactions with the navigation system on both a bike (Dancu et al.
2015) and in a car (Alpern and Minardo 2003; Ahmad et al. 2014; Werner 2014).
2.3.6 Privacy and usage for authentication
Touch gestures are highly private, which has been confirmed by users when interact-
ing with computers (Siong-Hoe and Hui 2012). It is more private than voice or mid-air
gesture-based interaction in public (Ahlstro¨m et al. 2014) as touch gestures can be per-
formed in a silent and secret way compared with other interaction methods.
Concerning the traditional password, it is either too short and weak or too long and
difficult to memorise, so the user needs to find a balance between the password’s security
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and its memorability. Gesture-based security authentication is a better alternative solu-
tion because gestures have a better memory than text, based on the picture superiority
effect (Paivio and Csapo 1973). This means graphic items (e.g., drawing gestures) are
more likely to be remembered than words. This was confirmed by Chong and Marsden
(2009), who also proved the effectiveness of the gesture password: a gesture-based au-
thentication scheme on a mobile. One year later, GesturePin (Chong et al. 2010) was
proposed with the same idea of using a gesture password to reduce the users’ cognitive
load. The research confirmed that a user could achieve a better performance regarding
both speed and accuracy when using a gesture-based authentication method than the
traditional PIN authentication method. SwiPin (Von Zezschwitz et al. 2015), using touch
gestures instead of traditional PINs, makes it secure against human observers. Consider-
ing users can be observed when entering their PINs, anyone observing only has a 0.16%
chance to guess the correct gesture PIN but has a 100% chance for the traditional PIN
(Von Zezschwitz et al. 2015).
Additionally, more recent research has shown that, compared with textual authenti-
cation methods, gesture-based authentication schemes perform better in terms of speed
and memorisation. At the same time, users are more willing to retry by gesture authenti-
cation (Yang et al. 2016).
Inspired by these advantages brought by using gestures for authentication, researchers
began to adopt gestures for many different authentication tasks. Shahzad et al. (2013)
proposed a gesture-based user authentication scheme to unlock touch screen devices
securely. Zhao et al. (2013) brought forward a gesture-based approach for user iden-
tification authentication on mobile phones. TIPS (Feng et al. 2014) extended this work
by enhancing the identification process in uncontrolled environments. They adopted a
context-aware technology which can achieve gesture identification accuracy of over 90%
in real-life conditions.
With the advantages above, the touch gesture has become a popular interaction
method in today’s user interface.
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Personalized Gesture Shortcuts for
Frequent Used App Access
3.1 Introduction
Recent research on touch screen gestures has acknowledged the convenience of us-
ing gesture shortcuts to access system functions (e.g., wireless on/off), execute system
commands (e.g., rotate) (Morris et al. 2010; Wobbrock et al. 2009) and even perform
specific tasks (e.g., web browsing) on touch screen devices (Billinghurst and Vu 2015).
However, these gestures have been predefined by system developers and users need to
learn them first before they can be used. For example, the ”long press” gesture is used
for ”turn on wireless”: users can turn the wireless on by either using a long press on the
wireless icon on the screen or go to the ”system setting” and find the subtitle ”Wireless &
Networks” and select ”WLAN” and then tap on it. Obviously, the shortcut ”long press” is
much easier for users, but it will be a problem if the user does not know that this is the
shortcut. In other words, such a method would be helpful to a user only after a learning
process. During the learning process, the user needs to learn what the shortcuts can do
according to the system definitions.
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Further to this, several studies have noted that Personalized Gesture Shortcuts (PGS)
are more easily memorized by users when compared with system-defined gesture short-
cuts (Nacenta et al. 2013) . Therefore, this thesis has been motivated to focus on using
the more remember-able method for accessing target apps. The PGS method allows
users to create their own shortcuts to access the target apps they want to open. They
can use whatever touch gesture they choose as the shortcut. Such as a ”location mark”
gesture for accessing ”Google Map” or the gesture letter ”W” for accessing the ”WeChat”
app. These gestures are not limited by the system or the system developer.
Despite the merits of personalized gesture shortcuts, current studies only focus on
system functions. So, it is still unclear whether similar approaches can also be applied
to mobile apps. One may argue that the representation of system functions is very sim-
ilar to the representation of mobile apps on the smart phone user interface (e.g., icons
with/without textual information). The fact is, apps present a much higher degree of com-
plexity and diversity than system functions as users can choose what apps to install, how
many they want to install and even how many similar ones they want to install (e.g., Skype
and LINE are both commonly installed as instant messengers). This ”freedom of choice”
can trigger an immediate question, which is: although users can define a gesture shortcut
for a mobile app freely, can they always recall the gesture easily?
This chapter presents an exploratory study that aims to understand user memorisa-
tion of PGS for accessing mobile apps, starting with 15 commonly-used mobile apps to
identify several factors that may influence the recall performance and then discussing
how performance could be improved, from a technical perspective.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Gesture shortcut definition strategy
A previous study on understanding how users define gesture shortcuts for commonly-
used tasks on mobiles has noticed that users are selective, but they tend to only use
certain strategies instead of drawing gestures randomly (Poppinga et al. 2014). These
strategies can be classified as three types: the name-based strategy, the system icon-
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based strategy, and the function/purpose-based strategy. Accordingly, we add the “other”
strategy to cover those gestures with unknown user behaviours, and define four definition
strategy categories based on the ways mobile apps are displayed, as well as their pur-
poses. Table 3.2.1 shows an example of the strategies and the corresponding gesture
shortcuts suggested by users.
Table 3.1: Examples of Definition Strategy. The gesture shortcut examples listed in this
table were provided by users.
Strategy Visual Textual Functional Other
Icon
Gesture Shortcut
3.2.2 The Agile Search App
Several attempts related to using gesture shortcuts to access apps have been made, but
there is no native support for personalized gesture shortcuts offered by current smart
device systems. In order to enable the support and capture of these shortcuts, this thesis
has designed, developed and built the Agile Search app, a standalone Android app that
allows users to define gesture shortcuts to launch associated apps. The gestures can
be both uni-stroke or multi-stroke gestures proposed in Zhai et al. (2012). Any stroke(s)
performed by a user can be and is allowed to be a potential gesture shortcut. In other
words, it is the user who has been given the freedom to choose the gesture, not the
system developer.
The Agile Gesture app was developed using Java for Android. The development en-
vironment was Apple’s Android Studio 2.2 (Android 2019b). Agile Search uses Google’s
gesture recognition algorithm (Lemort and Vales 2013), following Gesture Search (Lu¨
and Li 2012). The algorithm provides a method for the continuous recognition of multi-
touch gestures performed by users on the multi-touch input device. The Agile Search app
was built based on the Android SDK (Android 2019a), which also uses this algorithm. It
allows developers to design custom gestures, which are then stored in a gesture file bun-
dled with an Android application package (i.e., Gesture Library). These custom gesture
files are created and supplied as part of the Android SDK.
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The Gesture Library can then be used to compare the input gesture to those contained
in the gestures file previously loaded into the application. The Gesture Library reports
the probability that the gesture performed by the user matches an entry in the Library by
calculating a prediction score for each gesture. A prediction score of 1.0 or greater is
treated as a successful match between a gesture stored in the file and that performed
by the user on the device display. This thesis used this most popular gesture recognition
algorithm as it has been used in previous work, such as that done by Li (2010a), Lu and Li
(2015) and Lulu and Kuflik (2015). Consequently, this thesis achieved the same gesture
recognition accuracy as these related studies.
Two steps are needed to personalize a gesture shortcut under the Setting mode. First,
a user needs to select an app that they intend to access via gesture shortcuts among the
installed apps’ list populated in Agile Search. Second, the user draws a gesture shortcut
for the app and confirms whether they are satisfied with the gesture (by pressing the
”confirm” button). If the user is not satisfied with the gesture shortcut, they can redraw
it (by pressing the ”redraw” button). Once the gesture is confirmed, Agile Search opens
the target app and saves the gesture as a PNG file locally. After defining the gesture, the
user can launch the app by redrawing the gesture in Agile Search under the Using mode.
If the gesture matches what the user defined earlier, Agile Search will then launch the
app associated with the gesture (see Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Workflow of Agile Search app. Setting and Using are two working modes
and can be toggled by a button at the top right of the app.
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3.2.3 App sampling
Due to the diversity and the large number of installed apps, it is impractical to ask users
to draw gestures for each for this exploratory study. To sample the apps, a user survey
was developed in which participants were asked to select the apps they used at least
once a week from a list of 40 extracted from Google Play’s top downloads chart. 67
students responded to the survey. Eventually, 15 apps commonly used by 33 students
were selected, as shown in Table 3.2. To narrow down the app accessing experience
(history), the students who installed and used (accessed) these 15 apps at least once a
week were selected. Therefore, the app recall accuracy of this study does not differ due
to some apps being used more frequently than others.
The categories in Table 3.2 are based on Google Play’s categorisation (Google 2018d).
The 33 students were invited to participate in the experiment via email. The students who
did not select the required apps also received an email as a response, expressing thanks.
Table 3.2: Apps selected for the experiment.
category name abbrevation
Wechat wcht.
Messenger msgr.
WhatsApp wapp.
communication Facebook fb.
Skype skyp.
Chrome chrm.
Outlook otlk.
Gmail gml.
Tripadvisor trip.
travel Booking bk.
Maps map.
entertainment YouTube ytub.
finance Paypal pp.
photography Instagram ins.
shopping Amazon shopping ashp.
3.2.4 Measurement
To understand the users’ recall of their self-defined gesture shortcuts and explore the
factors that may influence their recall, two measures are defined: (1) gesture shortcut
recall rate and (2) definition strategy recall rate. For (1), it is defined as the proportion
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of gesture shortcuts for a specific number of apps that are recalled successfully by a
specific number of users. For (2), it is defined as the proportion of definition strategies
for gesture shortcuts that are recalled successfully by users. Note that this calculation
does not consider whether a user has successfully recalled a gesture shortcut or not.
This thesis also investigate whether the (2) can be a factor for improving the AI prediction
accuracy in Chapter 6.
3.2.5 Experiment design
Participants
During the app sampling process mentioned in the Methodology section, 33 university
students who studied different subjects nominated 15 common apps. The participants
included 15 females and 18 males with an average age of 22.3 years (SD= 2.6). These
students were then invited to take part in this experiment. They are all had been active
smart phone and tablet users for over three years and owned at least one smart phone
or tablet. They all had experience in accessing mobile apps on different devices for at
least three years. They all had less experience in using the gesture method to access
apps. 30 out of the 33 participants reported they had no experience in using the gesture
method to access an app. Three of them had installed Gesture Search before but had
not used it in more than one year.
Testing device
A Google Nexus 9 tablet with Agile Search pre-installed was given to the participants
during the experiment to avoid compatibility issues when installing the app on their own
devices. This also suggested that our app could be used on Android mobile devices such
as a smartphone or tablet.
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Procedure
The participants were asked to first familiarize themselves with the device, if they had not
used a Nexus 9 tablet before. After that, they were shown how to use Agile Search and
were offered a 15-minute self-practice session to try it out with five apps (not included
in the sample apps’ list) pre-installed on the device. The experiment began when the
participants confirmed that they were ready for the test, following the practice. Then
the participants were asked to draw in order to define a gesture (encoding) or recall the
gesture via the Agile Search. After each gesture was drawn via the Agile Search app, the
participants were asked to report the strategy they had employed for this gesture. The
strategy is explained in Section 3.2.1.
Each participant was asked to come to the lab on two consecutive days to complete
the trial consisting of different sequenced phases. Participants were asked to complete
the gesture shortcut definition (Encoding) (Day 1), Report strategy (Day 1) and Reinforce-
ment in a sequence on the first day of the experiment. The Recall Gesture (Day 2) and
Report strategy (Day 2) tasks were completed by the participants on the second day of
the experiment (see Figure 3.2). The time interval between the two days was set at 24
hours. This time interval was decided upon following previous studies focused on users’
memorisation of the gesture shortcut (Nacenta et al. 2013). Note that, in practice, we
tried our best to ensure the second day’s recall experiment was conducted as close to
the 24 hours after the first day’s definition experiment as possible. The participants who
had done the first day of the experiment in the morning were asked to come to the lab
on the second day in the morning as well, as with the afternoon participants. The actual
interval times were 22 to 26 hours. We believe that this did not affect the study results.
Figure 3.2: The sequence of the experiment.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Gesture shortcut recall
An overview of the participants’ gesture shortcut recall rate is shown in Figure 3.3. The
average recall rate was 90.9% (SD= 10.61%, range of 60% to 100%). Out of 33 partici-
pants, 16 recalled all the gesture shortcuts they had defined correctly. For the remainder,
only two had a recall rate under 80% (P11: 60%, P23: 67%).
Figure 3.3: Overview of participants’ gesture shortcut recall rate.
3.3.2 Definition strategy recall
Figure 3.4 shows an overview of the participants’ gesture shortcut definition strategy
recall rate. The averages recall rate was 91% (SD=10.48%, range of 73.3% to 100%)
indicating most participants remembered the strategy used for defining gesture shortcuts.
In detail, 12 participants remembered all the strategies they had used correctly, while 4
participants remembered fewer than 80% of the strategies they had used.
3.3.3 Recall failures over apps
Figure 3.5 shows the detailed breakdown of gesture shortcut recall failures over apps.
The gesture which failed in recall but which the participants reported they used with the
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Figure 3.4: Overview of participants’ gesture shortcut definition strategy recall rate.
same gesture definition strategy was calculated as a Consistent Pair. For those failures
caused by the inconsistency in definition strategy were calculated as an Inconsistent
Pair. Therefore, the bar chart is divided into two parts: the top part represents the number
of failures resulting from the same gesture shortcut definition strategy and the bottom part
represents the number of failures resulted from mis-remembered strategies. Note that the
height of each bar represents the total number of failures registered for each app among
the 33 participants in the recall test. The participants were able to remember the gesture
shortcuts when they used the same defined strategy (gesture shortcut recall rate: 96.4%);
otherwise, the recall rate dropped significantly to 31.1%.
Figure 3.5: Detailed breakdown of gesture shortcut recall failures over apps.
Figure 3.6 shows the detailed breakdown of failures in the recall of the gesture short-
cut pairs (definition vs. recall) recorded for apps when the definition strategies were
misremembered. The results reveal that 8 recall failures were cases where participants
misremembered the textual strategy used in the definition phase as a visual strategy in
the recall test phase; and 6 failures were related to misremembered the visual strategy
as a functional strategy.
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Figure 3.6: Detailed breakdowns of incorrect gesture shortcut pairs based on different
definition strategies.
Figure 3.7 shows the detailed breakdown of failures in recall of the gesture shortcut
pairs (definition vs. recall) recorded for apps when the definition strategies were remem-
bered. There were 17 failures related to the textual strategy, 6 failures related to the visual
strategy and 5 pairs related to the functional strategy. Note, there were also 3 failures re-
lated to the ”other” strategy that are not presented in the figure, but they are discussed in
the next section.
3.4 Discussion
The experiment results show that, compared with recall accuracy reported in Nacenta
et al. (2013), participants effectively recalled the gesture shortcuts in most cases. The
average recall accuracy of PGS on the next day was 79% for Nacenta et al. (2013) and
91% for our experiment. This indicates the effectiveness of using self-defined gesture
shortcuts to access frequently-used mobile apps. However, the failures should not be
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Figure 3.7: Detailed breakdowns of incorrect gesture shortcut pairs based on same defi-
nition strategy.
ignored as they were found with almost all apps (14 out of 15) in the sample list. Af-
ter examining the link between the definition strategy recall and gesture shortcut recall,
this thesis found that the users could successfully recall most of the gestures when the
definition strategies used were consistent between define and recall. This suggests that
a mechanism to help users better remember the definition strategy they have used is
needed to improve their gesture shortcut recall. That is to say, once the mechanism tells
the user to create their gesture based on a specific strategy, then the user can only recall
the gesture by following this strategy. In this way, the recall error caused by inconsistency
with the gesture define strategy can be eliminated. Therefore, it would be helpful if the
users’ choices of strategies can be limited to just one option. The option can be provided
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as a hint when a user is trying to recall the gesture shortcuts.
It was also found that many failures were related to the textual strategy (i.e., the app’s
name) as participants could not remember the exact letter they had used when defining
the gesture shortcuts. These failures are shown in the top part of Figure 3.7 (17 pairs).
For example, ”G” was defined for ”Google Map” but it was recalled as ”M” or ”GM”. These
cases suggest that the gesture-matching algorithm for any interface like Agile Search
should be more flexible to allow for the use of either capital or lowercase letters or any
letter or combination of letters from an app’s name as correct gesture shortcuts, regard-
less of what was defined as the initial gesture shortcut.
The participants’ confusion regarding uni-stroke and multi-stroke gestures was an-
other cause of recall failure. For example, the circle gesture shortcut was first drawn for
Instagram, but then changed to a nest circle gesture shortcut later. This suggests that
only allowing uni-stroke gestures could be a means of reducing the probability of gesture
shortcut recall failure.
Also worth to mention is that only a very few number of failures were related to the
”functional” (5 pairs) and ”other” (3 pairs) strategies. Unlike the textual and visual strate-
gies where cues can be easily drawn from an app’s name or icon, the “functional” and
“other” strategies are very vague. For example, users may think ”Google Map” is a map
app but they can change their mind and think of it as a navigation app over time, depend-
ing on their main usage (Figure 3.6). Therefore, a possible solution is to limit the definition
strategy to the textual and visual only to avoid the confusion. This exploratory study has
a number of limitations due to the controlled environment of the experiment.
First, the time interval for running the recall task was set at 24 hours for all the partici-
pants. This does not seem to represent a real-life scenario as in reality users may be able
to launch an app using their self-defined gesture shortcuts more often, which may help
them remember the shortcuts better. Therefore, different intervals based on the user’s
actual app use behaviours need to be considered in future experiments to obtain a more
accurate understanding of their memorisation of self-defined gesture shortcuts. In future
experiments, more intervals should be set to mimic real life; these could be immediately
after the gesture definition, 24 hours and 7 days after.
Second, the sample apps in this exploratory study were the apps most frequently used
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by participants. It remains unclear whether such findings can be applied to infrequently
used apps as users may have more memorisation issues with these apps. Therefore,
the memorisation of gesture shortcuts for accessing the infrequently used app should be
investigated in future experiments.
Third, in this exploratory study, our analysis has been mainly focused on strategies
that were clearly identified, such as the visual strategy, textual strategy and functional
strategy. Although the ”other” strategy was also used, we did not look into these strategies
due to the very small number of incorrect gesture shortcut pairs presented. In the future,
we may also look into this category when more sample apps are used in the experiment.
Finally, the recall of definition strategies was only checked within 24 hours. It remains
unclear whether users would change their definition strategies after they have been used
for some time or which definition strategy is more effective. Therefore, future experiments
focusing on a single strategy need to be considered.
3.5 Summary
An exploratory study has been conducted to study the ability of users to recall their self-
defined gesture shortcuts to access mobile apps, as well as understand the strategies
which they used to define these gesture shortcuts. The results were quite promising, with
an average recall rate of 91%, which demonstrated the effectiveness of using self-defined
gesture shortcuts to access an app. Certain factors that may have influenced users’
recall rates have also been noticed in the experiment and possible solutions to improve
recall have been discussed. Despite the findings, the study clearly has some limitations.
For example, this section only examined the recall accuracy of the apps which users
accessed multiple times over a seven-day period. This section did not check the speed
advantages of our proposed PGS method. So, our study will now focus on addressing
these limitations and aim to provide recommendations on the design of gesture shortcut
definition interfaces and icon designs.
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Chapter 4
Personalized Gesture Shortcuts for
App Access on Smartphones
4.1 Introduction
The increasing number and variety of apps in the app stores have persuaded smartphone
users to install more and more apps than ever before. This, however, has also made it
more difficult for users to locate target apps quickly. Moreover, the requirement for finding
the target app is very often. Based on KPCB’s report, smartphone users access installed
apps 150 times per day (Hodgkins 2015). Thus, finding a more efficient and convenient
way for app access is becoming crucial.
In this thesis, we propose a novel personalized gesture shortcut (PGS) approach
which allows users to use their self-defined gestures rather than those defined by the
system-developer to access the target app rather than system functions (more details
see Chapter 3). This approach is implemented as an Android app and installed on an
Android tablet in Chapter 3. The user can quickly and easily access a target app by
drawing the shortcut gesture they have defined rather than look for it through the whole
list of apps. The key to this approach is that the user can remember their PGS when they
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want to access the target app. Therefore, in Chapter 3, this thesis checked to confirm
whether and how well users could remember their PGS for 15 frequently-used apps.
In our daily life, not only the 15 apps we selected in Chapter 3, but all the apps
that have been installed are potential target apps. Therefore, to extend the findings in
Chapter 3, this chapter aims to investigate the PGS recall rate for not only frequently
but also infrequently used apps. Using gesture shortcuts directly to activate an app can
simplify the apps’ look-up process, but the performance of such shortcuts has not been
investigated in previous research. To know how much of an advantage the PGS approach
can achieve, this chapter will also check the time spent accessing a given target app and
compare this with the conventional method: the Graphic User Interface (GUI).
This chapter evaluates the PGS and GUI methods in an experiment with 36 partici-
pants. The results showed that (1) the proposed approach produces shorter access time
than the conventional graphic interface; (2) the speed advantage is mainly seen with infre-
quently used apps; (3) the margin of the speed advantage is roughly the same, whether
the test is given 24 hours or 7 days after the initial personalized definitions of the gesture
shortcuts; (4) the advantage over the conventional graphic interface is greater when an
app is accessed among a relatively large number of apps; and (5) the gesture recall ac-
curacy declines as a function of retention interval between the initial personalization and
the time of recall. These results show an encouraging future for the potential application
of the proposed method for more efficient app access on smartphones.
4.2 Methods
To investigate whether PGS could facilitate fast app access on smartphones, we com-
pared it with GUI. This section will introduce the Agile Gesture Android app that we have
developed to make this comparison. We will then explain the factors in our experiment,
which include our rationales for classifying the installed apps based on frequency of us-
age, for choosing the retention interval for recall tests and for selecting the app sample
set for the experiment. The details of the method, design, and the task procedures and
tasks involved in the experiment will be provided.
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4.2.1 GUI
This refers to the current graphic interface found on most touch-screen devices. Users
typically access an app by touching its icon. They can navigate backwards and forwards
to different screen pages to find a target app. Figure 1.1 shows the process of accessing
a target app via this graphic interface. We chose to compare our proposed method with
GUI for two reasons. First, currently, the GUI is the most popular app accessing method
among smart device users. Users are all familiar with this method. Second, GUI is the
basic system-level interface which is provided by almost every smart device provider.
Users do not to pay extra for this method.
4.2.2 Agile Gesture Interface
For our purpose, we needed to collect data on both PGS recall accuracy and app access-
ing time. The app mentioned in Chapter 3 could not fulfil this need. The Agile Search
app can only store the predefined gestures and then calculate the visual similarity of
the given gesture to the ones in the gesture library. However, the length of time the
user spends accessing a target app via either Agile Gesture or GUI cannot be recorded
by Agile Search. Therefore, we developed Agile Gesture, using Java for Android. We
choose Android again because first, it is widely used and second, because it is an open
source so anyone who is interested in this project can build their own app based on this
work. The development environment we used was Apple’s Android Studio 2.2. The app
implemented PGS which we used in our experiment allowed users to access an app by
drawing a predefined gesture that was associated with the app. To create the association,
a user needed to define a gesture shortcut first. After this, the shortcut could be recalled
and redrawn when the app was needed, as seen in Figure 4.1.
To create a personalized gesture, users pressed the ”Add” button shown on the inter-
face. If they were not satisfied with the gesture they had just created, they could press the
”Bin” icon in the top right corner of the Agile Gesture app to delete it and then redraw a
new gesture. This could be repeated until they were satisfied, and then they could press
the ”File” icon to save it. After this, they needed to tell Agile Gesture which app they in-
tended to access by selecting the target app from the installed apps list. This completes
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Figure 4.1: Agile Gesture for app access. Top row: procedure for app personalization.
Bottom row: procedure for testing app access.
the process of personalizing the gesture shortcut. Once a shortcut had been created,
users could press the ”Test” button to access the target app. This launched the app if
they were able to redraw the gesture shortcut correctly. The gesture recognition algo-
rithm Agile Gesture used here is the same as Agile Search in Chapter 3. Therefore, the
gesture recognition accuracy which relates to the recall accuracy is same as discussed
in Chapter 3.
Agile Gesture also records the time a user takes to access an app. This was designed
to provide a performance measurement for the experiment in this study. The timer of Agile
Gesture starts as soon as the ”Test” button in Agile Gesture is pressed. It stops when the
gesture is completed. Notice that the time spent on launching the app is not included.
Agile Gesture automatically recorded the time of each test trial during the experiment.
For the GUI method in the experiment, the timer of Agile Gesture started as soon as the
participants pressed the ”Home” button and stopped when they touched the app icon.
Similarly, the app launching time was not included. Two example outputs which ran in the
background of Agile Gesture when a participant accessed Gmail via PGS and GUI are
shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Agile Gesture records the task completion time in the background. The two
example trials show access times by the PGS and GUI, respectively.
4.2.3 Apparatus
The device used for testing the app access performance via PGS was a Nexus 5 designed
by Google (2.3 GHz processor with 2 GB of RAM). Agile Gesture was installed on this
device for data collection. Figure 4.3 shows the phone device used in the experiment.
Figure 4.3: Nexus 5 used in the experiment for testing PGS.
The devices used for testing the app access performance via GUI were the partic-
ipants’ own smartphones. These were popular Android phones, such as Nexus 5 and
Samsung Galaxy 8, which ran on the Android 7.0 system released by Google. Agile
Gesture was pre-installed on these phones for data collection.
4.2.4 Participants
A total of 36 participants (15 female, 21 male) took part in the experiment. All were
university students aged between 18 to 36 years old (mean age = 26.3). They were all
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daily users of smartphones, reporting 5 to 6 hours of usage per day (M = 4.5, SD = 4.3),
with 50 to 131 third-party apps installed on their phone at the time of the experiment (M
= 84, SD = 21.7). None of the participants had prior experience of Agile Gesture. Prior to
taking part in the study, the participants were asked to provide a screen-shot of apps on
their phones and the names of the apps they had used in the previous seven days.
4.2.5 App sample set
For the experiment, the participants were asked to access their installed apps via both
PGS and GUI. Ideally, all participants should have used the same set of apps. However,
we noticed that participants tended to have different apps on their smartphones. In fact,
their installed apps were so different that we could not find more than three shared infre-
quently used apps on their phones. The number of apps on each participant’s phone and
the number of frequently & infrequently used apps also varied greatly. As it is unrealistic
to find a number of participants who have exactly the same apps installed, our experiment
used a different number of apps as the sample set for each participant.
We asked the participants to report their installed app list via email to the researchers
before inviting them to participate in the experiment. We found that they all had installed
more than 50 apps, and six of them had installed more than 100 apps. This is consistent
with a mobile usage data analytical report (Kearl 2016). Ideally, participants would define
and then use their PGS to access every app they installed. In that case, the participants
would have a different number of app access tasks to conduct. To narrow this difference
down, we divided the participants into six groups, based on the number of apps installed
on their smartphones. The range of the number of apps in each group is shown in Table
4.1. There were six participants in each of these groups. In Chapter 3 we defined the
target apps which participants used at least once a week as frequently used apps. This
thesis used on this definition. That is, the app which a user used at least once a week
was a frequently used app, otherwise, it was an infrequently used app. The reason for
using this definition can be found in Section 4.2.6.
As the Table 4.1 shows, the participants with the smallest number of apps installed
(i.e., 50-59) were assigned 5 frequent and 5 infrequent app samples in their set, whereas
participants with the largest number of apps installed (i.e., >100) were assigned 10 fre-
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Table 4.1: App’s amount allocation in the experiment.
Number of installed apps 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99 > 100
Assigned frequently used apps 5 6 7 8 9 10
Assigned infrequently used apps 5 6 7 8 9 10
quent and 10 infrequent test samples in their set. Table 4.2 shows an example of an app
sample set with 9 frequently used apps and 9 infrequently used apps being randomly
assigned.
Table 4.2: An example of an app sample set used in the experiment.
Participant id :1
Frequently used app Infrequently used app
App Name App icon Personalized Gesture App Name App icon Personalized Gesture
Photos ZhiHu
ingress Line
Wechat Google+
CameraFV5 Facebook
Shadow Flickr
Translate PayPay
Fit TrueSkate
Chrome BaiDuMap
Realracing MeiYou
4.2.6 Experimental design
The advantage of PGS may depend on how frequently an app is used (Nacenta et al.
2013). To examine how the frequencies of app usage interact with our approach, we
included it as a variable in our experimental design. This thesis aims to find a method to
classify the installed apps into two groups based on the usage frequency. Ideally, each
group had an equal number of apps. According to a report, 49% of smartphone apps are
accessed at least once a week (eMarket 2015). This means that about half of the installed
apps are not used in the course of a week. This thesis regards the apps that have been
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used within seven days as frequently used apps, whereas the rest are infrequently used
apps. Therefore, the number of apps in the frequently and infrequently used groups is
roughly the same. This definition is consistent with Chapter 3.
Another key variable in this study was the retention interval between the initial gesture
shortcut creation and the gesture recall test. The gesture recall accuracy should be mod-
ulated by the length of retention time since the initial creation. According to Thalheimer
(2010), people usually forget 77% of what they have learned after seven days. About a
half of the installed apps are not accessed by the users within this period. This means that
users may forget most gestures they have personalized for the infrequently used apps af-
ter 7 days. The difficulty in recalling these apps also means that the user has to make
greater efforts to retrieve the retained gesture memory, which would result in a longer
search time. To assess whether our approach is better than GUI under such different
retention periods, we tested gesture recall accuracy for both frequently and infrequently
used apps after 24 hours and 7 days following the initial creation.
The experiment was thus a 2 × 2 × 2 within-subjects design. The three independent
variables were Access Method (PGS vs. GUI), App Usage Frequency (Frequent vs.
Infrequent), and Retention Interval (24 hours vs. 7-days).
The two dependent variables were the participant’s speed to access the apps, and the
recall accuracy of the gestures that the participant had initially created. Each successful
access to the target app via Agile Gesture was counted as an accurate recall. The recall
accuracy was calculated as a proportion of the successful recall trials out of all the test
trials with Agile Gesture. This accuracy measurement was not relevant to GUI because,
unlike PGS, users were not required to remember any new information. Thus, the three-
way variable design was used for accessing speed only. For the accuracy results of Agile
Gesture, we employed a 2 (App Usage Frequency) × 2 (Retention Interval) design.
In addition to the quantitative measurement, we also conducted a qualitative analysis
of the post-task interview, where participants gave feedback on PGS.
4.2.7 Procedure
Figure 4.4 illustrates the experimental procedure. The experiment consisted of four ses-
sions over a period of seven days. The detailed procedures on each day were as follows:
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Figure 4.4: Experiment procedure. The order of the two tasks (Task 1 and Task 2) in Day
2 and Day 7 was counterbalanced.
Table 4.3: Pre-experiment Questionnaire
Questions Descriptive results
M SD MAX MIN
How many installed apps do you have on your smartphone? 82.42 28.55 134 50
How many apps do you use in recent seven days? 7.5 1.7 10 5
How long since you own a smartphone? 6.01 1.36 9 4
How many hours do you spend on your smartphone every day? 4.03 1.6 8 .67
Have you used gesture-based tools on your smartphone before? All participants have used.
Have you used tools for improving the app access performance before? Two participants have no
related experience before.
How do you think about the existing app finding assistant tools? Majority think should be
improved.
Give the name of the app you used in recent sever days. Recorded by experimenter.
Day 1. Participants first gave informed consent. They then completed a pre-questionnaire
that collected their demographic data, and their experience with gesture and fast app ac-
cessing tools (see Table 4.3). The experiment started with a training session, where the
researcher introduced the participants to how to use Agile Gesture. The participants then
familiarized themselves with Agile Gesture. After the training, the participants completed
the following personalization and practice sessions:
i Personalization. The researcher presented a participant with apps in the sample set
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with their icons and names printed on a sheet of paper. The apps were presented
one at a time in random order. The participant was instructed to create a gesture
shortcut for the app using Agile Gesture. The participant was allowed to try out
different gesture shortcuts for the app until satisfied. There was no time limit for this
process. This was repeated until gesture shortcuts for all the apps in the sample
set were personalized. The personalized gesture shortcuts were then recorded by
Agile Gesture. Table 4.2 shows some examples.
ii Practice. Immediately after personalizing the gestures for the apps in the sample
set, the participant was given the apps again and was told to practice using per-
sonalized shortcuts to access the target apps. If the participant failed to launch a
target app due to an incorrect gesture, the correct gesture would be shown as a
cue. Once participants were confident that they had remembered all the gesture
shortcuts, they confirmed this orally, and the practice session ended. No time limit
was given for this practice, but every participant completed it within 3 to 5 minutes.
Day 2 and Day7. The tests on Day 2 and Day 7 followed the same procedure. Par-
ticipants were tested for their memory of the personalized gesture shortcuts they had
created on Day 1 and for their speed of accessing these targets using Agile Gesture
or GUI. The order of the two methods for frequently and infrequently used apps was
counterbalanced by a Latin square.
i Procedure for the gesture shortcut recall test. Before the test, Agile Gesture was
launched on the testing device (Nexus 5) and was made ready for recording the
gestures and the task completion time. The researcher presented a participant
with apps in the same format as had been used on Day 1. The order of the apps
was randomized. The participant was told to reproduce the previously personalized
gesture shortcut on Agile Gesture to access each app in the sample set as quickly
and as accurately as possible. To do this, the participant was instructed to press
the Test button on Agile Gesture to start drawing the gesture. At the same time,
whether the recall was correct or not, the task completion time was recorded by
Agile Gesture.
ii Procedure for the test using GUI. This was done using participants’ own smart-
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phone in which Agile Gesture was pre-installed and ready to record. A participant
was shown the same apps as in the gesture shortcut recall test described above.
However, instead of using a gesture, the participant was told to locate each app’s
icon and access it using GUI as quickly as possible. Before searching for an app,
the participant was instructed to press the ”Home” button so that (1) the search
always started from the home screen; (2) the timer of Agile Gesture for GUI started
to record.
After the participants finished all the tests on Day 7, they were asked to rate the
perceived effectiveness of app access via Agile Gesture on a 7- point scale questionnaire
(see Table 4.4). The statements they rated included: (1) The likelihood of using a tool like
Agile Gesture for their daily use; (2) Satisfaction with time to complete the app accessing
task; (3) The possibilities of using PGS to access frequently used and infrequently used
items separately.
Table 4.4: 7-point Likert scale for post-experiment rating
Q1 How likely would you to use a tool like Agile Gesture for your daily app accessing?
R1 O Very unlikely O Unlikely O Somewhat unlikely O Undecided O Somewhat likely O Likely O Very likely
Q2 Please rate your satisfaction with the speed of Agile Gesture for accessing app?
Q3 How likely would you to use Agile Gesture for your frequently used app accessing?
R1 O Very unlikely O Unlikely O Somewhat unlikely O Undecided O Somewhat likely O Likely O Very likely
Q4 How likely would you to use Agile Gesture for your infrequently used app accessing?
R1 O Very unlikely O Unlikely O Somewhat unlikely O Undecided O Somewhat likely O Likely O Very likely
Note that, according to the procedure proposed above, the testing device (Nexus 5)
was used for the recall test, and participants’ own smartphone was used for testing the
accessing speed via the GUI method. The 36 smartphones employed in the experiment
were all Android devices which ran on the Android 7.0 or above system. The testing
device for the PGS method was the lowest version and had the lowest performance of
Android devices compared with the devices used for testing the GUI method. In this case,
the GUI method achieved the potential of a speed advantage since better performing
phones were used. Based on this setting, the results did not lean towards our proposed
methods.
There are two main reasons for using different devices for testing different methods
(i.e., PGS vs. GUI). First, to make sure the participants of the PGS test did not practice
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the gesture for recall after they left the lab, we kept the gesture library they had created
on the testing device by not allowing it to be carried away. Secondly, the participants
had their own ways of arranging their app icons in their smartphones. If using a device
different from their own, they may have had difficulties finding the target app due to them
not knowing where the icon was located. To best mimic how the GUI was being used
in real life and to eliminate the time delay caused by the unfamiliarity with the apps’ icon
arrangement, this experiment allowed participants to use their personal phones for testing
the GUI method.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 App access speed
Table 4.5 shows the results of the mean app access time in each condition. A three-
way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) found an effect with the Access
Method, where apps took less time to access when PGS was used than when GUI was
used, F (1, 34) = 79.07, p < .001. There was also a significant effect with the App Usage
Frequency, where frequently used apps were accessed more quickly than infrequently
used apps, F (1, 34) = 76.29, p < .001. The effect of the Retention Interval was not sig-
nificant, F (1, 34) = 0.99, p = .327. The two-way interaction between Access Method and
App Usage Frequency was significant, F (1, 34) = 25.03, p < .001. All other interaction
effects were not significant. These included the two-way interactions between App Usage
Frequency and Retention Interval, F (1, 34) = .23, p = .630, between Access Method and
Retention Interval, F (1, 34) = 0.11, p = .750, and the three-way interaction, F (1, 34) =
2.47, p = .125.
The significant interaction between Access Method and App Usage Frequency is il-
lustrated in Figure 4.5. To analyze the source of the interaction, we conducted paired
t-tests. The results showed that a significant difference was found between the access
speeds of the two methods for infrequently used apps, t (35) = 2.65, p = .003, but not for
frequently used apps, t (35) = 4.13, p = .130.
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Table 4.5: Mean task completion time (s) as a function of Access Method, App Usage
Frequency, Retention Interval. Values in parentheses represent the standard deviation.
Access Method Frequently used app Infrequently used app
24 hours 7 days 24 hours 7 days
Agile Gesture 2.22 2.58 2.94 2.90
(1.10) (1.05) (1.27) (1.59)
GUI 2.54 2.50 4.71 5.08
(1.03) (1.06) (1.86) (3.20)
Figure 4.5: Mean task completion time for accessing frequently and infrequently used
app via Agile Gesture and GUI. The error bars stand for one standard error about the
mean.
4.3.2 Relationship between access speed and the number of installed apps
According to the pre-experiment questionnaire (see details in Table 4.3), the number of
installed apps on the participants’ smartphones ranged from 50 to 131. To find out how
this variation affected performance, we plotted app access speed against the number of
installed apps in Figure 4.6. The figure shows the speed of the two methods for each
participant. It can be seen that the clearest speed advantage of our PGS was when the
number of installed apps was large.
This was confirmed by two linear regression analyses. The results showed that the
time participants spent on accessing the target app via Agile Gesture had no correlation
with the number of installed apps (p=.670). However, a significant regression equation
was found, F (1, 33) = 221.15, p < .001, with an R2 of 0.87. The search time via GUI
increased by 0.12 seconds for each additional installed app.
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Figure 4.6: Task completion time by Agile Gesture and GUI as a function of number of
apps on participants’ phones.
4.3.3 Gesture recall accuracy
The mean proportion recall accuracy is shown in Table 4.6. A two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA found a significant main effect with App Usage Frequency, where participants
produced better recall accuracy for frequently used apps (M = .86, SD = .19) than for
infrequently used apps (M = .73, SD =.23), F (1, 34) = 14.70, p < .001. Their recall
accuracy after 24 hours of Retention Interval (M = .88, SD = .14) was better than after 7
days (M = .70, SD = 0.25), F (1, 34) = 6.49, p = .015. The interaction between the two
variables was not significant, F (1, 34) = .07, p = .799. This absence of interaction shows
that the infrequently used apps did not suffer from the extended retention period than the
frequently used ones.
Table 4.6: Mean proportion recall accuracy as a function of App Usage Frequency and
Retention Interval. Values in parentheses represent the standard deviation.
Retention Interval Frequently used app Infrequent used app
After 24 hours .80 .72
(.24) (.22)
After 7 days .70 .61
(.26) (.24)
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4.3.4 Sample set size and recall accuracy
We also analyzed how the size of the sample set affected the accuracy of gesture recall.
The distribution of average gesture shortcut recall accuracy over different sizes of sample
sets is shown in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that the recall performance decreased when
the size of the sample set increased. A linear regression was used to predict the gesture
recall accuracy based on the size of the participants’ app sample set. There was a
significant regression equation, F (1, 4) = 166.99, p < .001) with an R2 of 0.97. The
average gesture recall accuracy was 0.8.
Figure 4.7: Mean proportion recall accuracy as a function of test sample set size.
4.3.5 Unsuccessfully recalled gestures
There were a total of 340 unsuccessful recall out of 1080 trials. We classified these into
five categories. The results are summarized in Table 4.7, with examples for each:
1. Most failed access (133 cases) was due to using a wrong letter or a wrong case of
a letter.
2. The next common mistake (85 cases) was confusion between gestures personal-
ized as letters or as shapes.
3. The third common mistake (72 cases) was recalling a wrong abstract shape. A
personalized shortcut is classified as ”abstract” when the gesture neither resembles
the icon nor the name. According to our data, only 18 abstract gestures of the total
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of 90 were recalled correctly. Even though the users may consider gestures of this
type to be simple and easy, they turned out to be very hard to remember.
4. A less common mistake (42 cases) was due to using a wrong drawing shape (see
Table 4.4). For example, a ”car” shape gesture was defined as a shortcut for Google
map, but then tried to use a ”location mark” gesture to access it.
5. Other kinds of mistakes (8 cases).
Table 4.7: Summary of common recall errors and examples in each category
Type of recall errors App Name App Icon Personalized Gesture User recalled Gestrue
Letter confusion FaceBook
Realracing
Yelp
Letter-drawing confusion Trainline
Photos
Fit
Abstract shape confusion Email
Messenger
Instagram
Drawing shape confusion Justeat
Uber
Wangyimusic
Other confusion GooglePlus
DropBox
Citynumber
4.3.6 Perceived effectiveness (Usability)
The participants’ overall user experience rating of Agile Gesture at the end of the exper-
iment was 5.67 on the 7-point scale. The results showed that 94% of the participants
viewed Agile Gesture favorably and expressed willingness to use Agile Gesture in the
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future (mean rating = 5.32). Moreover, 89% of participants were satisfied with the speed
of the method for app access (mean rating = 5.87). The participants rated both accessing
frequently and infrequently used items via PGS as possibly (on a 7-point scale, where
7= very likely). A paired t-test was used to find whether there was any rating difference
between the two frequencies of items’ usage. There was no significant difference over
the participant’s rating for using the PGS method for frequently (M= 5.09, SD=0.92) and
infrequently (M= 5.55, SD=0.87) used apps; t (35) =3.09, p = .120.
4.4 Discussion
This study aimed to improve the speed of app access on smartphones. We proposed a
PGS approach for this purpose and conducted an experiment to compare it with GUI. We
predicted a speed advantage of our method over GUI, particularly for infrequently used
apps. The main findings of our experiment confirms this hypothesis. Here we summarize
and discuss our key findings.
4.4.1 App access speed
In our study, the mean app access speed was 2.7 seconds with PGS and 3.8 seconds
with GUI. The advantage was only found for apps that were not frequently used. This was
predicted because it is common for GUI to position the frequently used apps on or near
the home screen for easy and quick access. In contrast, the infrequently used apps usu-
ally require more extensive browsing through multiple screens. Launching infrequently
used apps with PGS would not necessarily suffer from such setbacks.
Our results also show, rather unexpectedly, that the memory Retention Interval, whether
the PGS method was tested after 24 hours or 7 days of the initial personalization, had
little negative impact on the speed advantage. This means that the speed advantage of
the PGS approach survives decaying memory trace.
Another important finding of this study was that the speed advantage of PGS was
greater when participants had a larger number of apps on their phones. This suggests
that the method can be particularly beneficial for users who install a large number of
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apps. Our results show that, while the access time increased steadily as the number
of installed apps increased with GUI, the access time slope remained relatively flat with
PGS. The likely reason for this difference is that users of GUI had little idea of which
screen the target app was placed. Furthermore, many users might have flipped back
and forth to find the infrequently used apps’ icon. According to the post-experiment
questionnaire, this was given as one of the reasons why more participants would like to
use Agile Gesture for accessing infrequently used app than frequently used app on their
smartphones.
4.4.2 Accuracy
Although PGS approach enjoyed a clear access speed advantage, it inevitably had to
endure a cost of gesture recall accuracy. Not surprisingly, participants were unable to
remember all the gesture shortcuts they had created initially. On average the proportion
of recall accuracy was about .88 after 24 hours, and this dropped to .70 after a week. The
proportion recall accuracy in our study was somewhat better than the previous report of
.55 after 24 hours (Nacenta et al. 2013). The likely reason for this is that in our study,
the participants recalled the shortcuts they had created themselves, but in Nacenta et al.
(2013) the participants recalled the shortcuts predefined by the system. The difference
could be due to the advantage of personalizing gestures. Perhaps actively engaging in
the process of shortcut creation makes the created gesture more memorable.
The recall performance in our experiment also depended on how many gesture short-
cuts needed to be created and retained in memory. The size of the app test sample set
varied from 10 to 20 (including both frequently and infrequently used apps). The partici-
pants showed a higher recall accuracy when they were asked to create and remember a
smaller set of gestures. In reality, it would be more likely for users to create a small set,
perhaps even just one or two gesture shortcuts at a time. This could significantly boost
the accuracy relative to that which was obtained in this study. Furthermore, the reason
for creating a gesture shortcut is likely because users want to use it more often. Hence it
is unlikely for them to be used after a week’s delay. Repeated use within short intervals
will likely consolidate the memory of the shortcut and hence improve the accuracy of the
gesture recall. For these reasons, the assessment of PGS based on the impact of recall
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accuracy in our experiment could have overstated the negative impact of memorability
because the implementation of the approach in real-world settings may suffer less from
the problem.
Finally, despite some failed trials to recall the correct gesture shortcuts, our post ex-
periment questionnaire revealed that 34 out of 36 participants still expressed an interest
to use Agile Gesture for app access.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has proposed a PGS approach for more efficient app access on touchscreen
devices. The participants in our experiment themselves created gesture shortcuts for app
access. After they created a gesture and associated it with a target app, we tested how
quickly the participants were able to access the app after 24 hours or 7 days following their
initial creation. The speed of accessing the target app using PGS was compared to GUI.
Our results show that the average app access speed of our PGS was 2.7 seconds per
app, which was 1.3 seconds faster than GUI. The benefit was mainly found in infrequently
used apps, and the advantage was observed both after 24 hours and 7 days of the initial
personalization. Our results further demonstrate that the speed advantage of PGS could
be even stronger and more salient when a smartphone has a large number of installed
apps.
The participants expressed a strong interest in using PGS for their future app searches,
even though their memory for the gesture shortcuts was far from perfect. Our results show
that the overall recall accuracy after 24 hours of gesture shortcut creation was 88%, which
was further reduced to 70% after 7 days. These data should be understood in the context
of the test conditions. The performance is expected to vary with the number of gesture
shortcuts to be retained and the frequency of usage.
To overcome this limitation caused by human’s memorisation, predicting the next app
a user may want to access from the machine learning method is an alternative path.
Prediction methods do not require the users to keep the predefined shortcuts in their
mind, so this may overcome the memory limitations shown in this chapter. The details of
this method are discussed in the next chapter.
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Intelligent Launcher: An Interface
for App Search on Smartphones
5.1 Introduction
The Intelligent Launcher is another touch gesture shortcut interactive approach (different
from Chapter 3 and 4). It can quickly locate an app based on a user’s hand-drawn ges-
tures, as shown in Figure 5.1. It does not require the user to keep the predefined set in
Figure 5.1: The Intelligent Launcher interface on Android. (a) The Intelligent Launcher
is initially hidden with a floating icon (in the blue circle). (b) Pressing the icon opens
the Launcher Screen. (c) When a user draws a gesture on the Launch Screen, (d) The
Intelligent Launcher predicts the gesture’s eight best matched target apps and presents
them to the user. (e) The gesture is interpreted based on the app’s name, function, icon
and app usage history.
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mind anymore.
Chapter 3 and 4 have already reported the advantages of using PGS access both
frequent and infrequent used apps. However, the PGS method still requires the user
to define the gesture shortcut first. Users can not benefit from PGS without the pre-
defining process. Unlike the existing approaches (i.e., PGS), a method which would
allow the users to access their intend app without pre-defining it would help to improve
the interaction process. In the light of this, this chapter proposes the Intelligent Launcher.
Whatever the user draws, the Intelligent Launcher uses that to help predict which target
app the user wants to access.
To do this, the Intelligent Launcher predicts the target via three types of source
(i.e., the app’s icon, function and name library, and the app’s usage history). First, the
Launcher compares the visual similarity of the Drawing-Type Gestures to the app’s icon
rather than the predefined gesture templates. Second, for Letter-Type Gestures, it makes
a prediction by developing and adding a library of the app’s functionality to the existing
name library in the smartphone. Last, for the Abstract-Type Gestures, it makes a predic-
tion according to the app’s usage history. The assumptions of the launcher were drawn
from our empirical data, and our evaluation shows that it has achieved user satisfaction
and 96% prediction accuracy.
5.2 Exploring Gesture Shortcut for App Access
Gesture Search (Li 2012) and Gesture On (Lu and Li 2015) guess the users’ intended app
from the letter shape gesture they draw on the screen. Gesture Marks extended the input
modality by eliminating the limitation on gesture shape. It guesses the users’ intended
app by learning the gesture template (including letter and non-letter shape gestures) built
by someone other than themselves. Rather than learn from the template, Gesture Magic
(Play 2018) allows the user to access their intended app by recording the gesture-app
matches the user has defined themselves in advance and then comparing the inputted
gesture with them. However, these methods all rely on a single source (e.g., the Letter
gesture template) for the prediction. In real life, people do not always use one type
(shape) of gesture (e.g., letter, drawing or abstract) as a shortcut for app access. For
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example, from our collected data, the letter ”E” and the drawing shape ”envelop” had
both been used as the shortcut for accessing the email app. The prediction for the letter
gesture relied on the handwriting recogniser, while the drawing gesture relied on the
apps’ icon template. Therefore, it is essential to find a way to guess which type (shape)
of gesture the user is going to use. Since the different type (shape) of gesture could be
interpreted from different sources.
As discussed earlier, we found that users tend to create their gesture shortcuts for
accessing target apps differently due to the different references (sources) they rely on
(Zhang 2016; Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang 2017). Therefore, this section conducted an
exploratory study to find out why the users create the kinds of gestures for app access
they do, and whether any patterns could be identified. We then used the findings to inform
the design of the Intelligent Launcher.
5.2.1 Data Collection
We collected gesture shortcuts from the smartphone users for their installed apps. For
this study, we recruited 36 users, 14 of whom were female, with a mean age of 24.2, and
who had over 50 installed apps. They were asked to install a data collection tool on their
smartphone. The tool randomly selected a set of targets form the installed apps, and
the participants were asked to draw a gesture shortcut for accessing each of them. The
target was prompted with its icon and name under it: see Figure 5.2. Participants were
prompted with one target at a time. They were allowed to redraw their gesture by tapping
the ”redraw” button. After they gave the reason why, they pressed the ”next” button and
moved on to another target app. After each gesture was created, the participants were
asked to explain why they had chosen that specific gesture. The size of the target app set
ranged from 12 to 20; the participants who had more installed apps received a larger set
size: e.g., 12 target apps were selected for participants who had 56 to 60 installed apps,
but 13 target apps for those who had 65 to 70 installed apps. The target apps for the
participants would be different because the selection came from personal smartphones.
The selection of these targets approximated the actual usage model of apps for each
user (Shin et al. 2012). Each participant was prompted with all the target apps in their
set.
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Figure 5.2: The data collection tool.
The gesture shortcuts drawn by participants were record by the data collection tool.
No time limit was set for the data collection procedures, but it usually took 10 to 15 min-
utes per participant. These data were collected for further machine learning prediction.
5.2.2 Types of Gesture Shortcut and the Reasons for their Creation
Prior approaches such as Gesture Marks (Ouyang and Li 2012), classified gestures as
either handwriting or non-handwriting. For example, the letter(s) like gestures (i.e. 26
alphabet letters and their combinations) are classified as handwriting gestures, otherwise
(e.g., rectangle, heart shape, etc.) they are considered non-handwriting gestures. This
classification was later subdivided by two methods: (1) a study focused on understand-
ing the gesture shortcut on touch screen devices subdivided the non-handwriting gesture
into, Abstract, Geometric and Icon gesture, the handwriting into Letter and Word gesture
(Poppinga et al. 2014); (2) studies focused on using gesture shortcuts for app access
named handwriting gestures as Letter gestures and subdivided non-handwriting gestures
into Drawing and Abstract gesture (Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang 2016 2017). Following the
latter, in this paper, we have labelled the gestures as either a Letter, Drawing or Abstract
gesture, as seen in Figure 5.3 based on two aspects. One, some non-handwriting ges-
tures such as a horizontal line for the most frequently used app are created for particular
reasons (e.g., easy to draw) which is different from other non-handwriting gestures (i.e.,
created based on the app’s icon). Two, for the purpose of the implementation of Intel-
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Figure 5.3: Gesture examples for Letter, Drawing and Abstract types.
ligent Launcher, the Abstract-Type gesture needs separate recogniser from other non-
handwriting gestures. This is because the Abstract-Type gesture cannot be identified
based on the app’s icon.
Based on the users’ explanations of why they chose a certain type of gesture for
an app, we classified their given reasons into five groups: see Table 5.1. First, for those
created from an app’s name, e.g., ”f” for ”Facebook”, ”gm” for ”Google Map”, we classified
them as the name reason creations. Second, for gestures that were either created from
the app’s icon or similar to the icon e.g., a rectangular shape for ”Instagram” to imitate
the camera-like icon or a triangle shape to imitate the ”YouTube” icon, we classified as
the icon reason creations. Third, for gestures created from an app’s function e.g., a cloud
shaped gesture for the ”BBC Wheather” app, or a letter ”P” gesture for the ”FaceU” app
because of its photo function, we classified as the function reason creations. Fourth, for
some easy-to-draw gestures e.g., a check mark shape for fast access to frequently used
apps we classified as the time-saving creations. Finally, for the 6 gestures for which users
could not give a specific reason e.g., a poly-line we marked them as unspecified reason
creations.
5.2.3 Results and Analyses
A total of 540 gesture shortcuts and the reasons related to their creation were collected
from 36 participants. This section is aimed at finding out how the Intelligent Launcher can
better predict a user’s intend app. An analysis of these data revealed four main findings.
This section will present the findings and demonstrate how to improve the Intelligent
Launcher based on them.
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Table 5.1: Sample gestures from five creation reasons.
Reason Gesture1 App1 Gesture2 App2
name
Facebook GoogleMap
icon
Instagram YouTube
function
Whether FaceU
time-saving
Outlook WhatsApp
unspecified
PayPal Skype
Figure 5.4: The percentages of three types of gestures and their creation reasons.
Percentage of gesture types in participants’ responses
We analysed the frequency of each type of gesture participants tended to use. As shown
in Figure 5.4, 57% of all gestures were Letter gestures. Of the Letter gestures, 71%
were created from the app’s name, and the remaining 29% were created from the app’s
function. One possible reason for this percentage use of name gestures is the usage
of the keyword search method of the iPhone (Apple 2018) and Android phone (Google
2015a), which can encourage the use of app names. Slightly over one-third (35%) of all
gestures were Drawing gestures. Nearly all (95%) of the Drawing gestures were created
from the app’s icon. A small portion of them (5%) was created from the app’s function.
Abstract gestures account for 8% of all gestures. Of these, 86% were created for time-
saving access to frequently used apps. The rest were created for unspecified reasons.
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Figure 5.5: The percentage of Single Letter (initial), Single Letter (non-initial) and Multiple
Letter gestures created from an app’s name and function.
Composition of Letter gesture shortcuts
Next we analysed the composition of the Letter gestures. Apart from knowing these ges-
tures were created from the app’s name or function, we identified the ones that consisted
of one character, e.g., ”f”, as a Single Letter gesture, and the rest, e.g., ”gm”, as Multiple
Letter gesture. The handwriting recognisers also addressed the Single Letter (Bahlmann
et al. 2002; Connell and Jain 2001) and Multiple Letter (Hu et al. 2000; Plamondon and
Srihari 2000) gestures differently since the latter requires segmentation. For this rea-
son, we analysed the percentage of name and function within Single- or Multiple-Letter
gesture types.
As shown in Figure 5.5, most gestures are of Single Letter type (87%) rather than of
the Multiple Letter type (13%). It may be because drawing a Single Letter gesture takes
less effort and time (Rekik et al. 2014; Vatavu et al. 2011). Nearly all (95%) gestures
created from an app’s name contained a Single Letter. The majority of (83%) Single
Letter gestures used the first letter, exhibiting the typical ”first-letter advantage” (Grainger
et al. 2016; Scaltritti and Balota 2013). The results also show that the 5% of Multiple
Letter gestures consisted of the initials of the app’s names, e.g., ”fb” for ”Facebook”, ”wc”
for ”WeChat”.
The percentage of Multiple Letter gestures (68%) created from the app’s function was
higher than with Single Letter Gestures (32%). This may be because of the difficulty to
represent the function of an app with a Single Letter. For example, ”job” would be easier
than ”j” to represent the function of ”LinkedIn”.
To investigate how to match these function gestures to their respective apps, we ex-
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Table 5.2: Sample of function gestures that were successfully mapped to the target app
and those unsuccessfully (uns.) mapped.
Sample App Successful map Uns. map
Gesture
Icon
Name Waze Rightmove WeSing Weather
plored their relationships. Previous studies have developed specific functional categories
for their app sets manually (Sahami Shirazi et al. 2014; Poppinga et al. 2014). However,
these categories cannot cover our set. We assigned the apps in our set to a particular
functional category followed the ”Google Play Category” (Google 2018d). All apps in the
Google Play market belong to a predefined category, where the category name shows the
app’s main function. For example, ”Google Map” is in the ”Maps & Navigation” category.
We found that 95% of the function gestures created by our participants could be found
in the target app’s category name. For example, the gesture ”v” for ”YouTube” is in the
”Video Players” category and the gesture ”job” for ”LinkedIn” is under the ”Job Search”
category. Only 5% of the function gestures could not be found in a target’s category name
suggested by Google.
The similarity of the Drawing gesture with the target app’s icon
Since most Drawing gestures were created because of the icon’s appearance, we em-
ployed an appearance-based distance metric (Ouyang and Davis 2009) to estimate how
often the gestures were visually similar to the target’s icons. We found that more than 95%
of the Drawing gestures appeared visually similar. This included all gestures created from
the app’s icon. Also, rather unexpectedly, over one-third of the Drawing gestures were
created from the app’s function. This may be because the way of expressing the app’s
function is shared between the user and the icon designer, as illustrated by the examples
given in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.6: The percentage of Abstract gestures for the top 3 and below the top 3 most
frequently used apps.
Abstract gesture and target app’s usage frequency
We investigated the frequency of target apps that were opened by Abstract gestures.
The app usage frequency was found on a data collection tool (Zhang 2017) that keeps
an app access record of the user. We used 7 days of a participant’s app access log after
they had taken part in the experiment to calculate the access frequency for each app.
We found that when the top three frequently used apps were combined, (see Figure 5.6),
they accounted for 84% of all Abstract gestures.
5.2.4 Creating an AI Gesture Shortcut Interface.
The results presented in Figures 5.4-5.6 show the potential predictive power of these
findings. Based on the findings, we have developed the following guidelines for creating
an interface that makes intelligent guesses about intended apps from users’ gesture input.
It should be able to predict the target of a Single or Multiple Letter gesture from an
app’s name or function
The results in Figure 5.5 show the power of the name and function for predicting a Single
and Multiple Letter is different. Single Letter gestures should match the target with the
same letter of the initial of the app’s name or function. The weight of mapping it to the
name should be greater than to the function. In contrast, most Multiple Letter gestures
should be predicted based on the target’s function. The function of the app should be
extracted from the Google Play app category’s name. We implemented the Letter Gesture
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Recogniser based on these principles.
It should be able to use an apps’ icon to predict a Drawing gesture
The result for the Drawing gesture shows that visual similarity to the target’s icon is a
remarkably informative metric for predicting the target app, even for gestures created from
the app’s function. This implies that even before a user defines any gesture shortcuts,
there is the possibility of interpreting the Drawing gesture by looking at their installed
app’s icon. This is especially useful since the icons are specific to a given user.
It should be able to predict the target for an Abstract gesture based on the app
usage history
Even though Abstract gestures lack semantics (Poppinga et al. 2014) and are hard to
remember (Zhang et al. 2016), they are still predictable. As results show in Figure 5.6,
Abstract gestures are predictable because they tend to be mapped to the top three most
frequently used apps. The order of possible mapping is the same as that of the target’s
usage frequency.
5.3 Intelligent Launcher
Based on the findings and guidelines achieved from the exploratory study, we have de-
signed and developed the Intelligent Launcher, a user interface that can predict and
launch the intended target app from an unconstrained gesture drawn by users.
5.3.1 Interaction with Intelligent Launcher
The Intelligent Launcher is implemented as an initially hidden float icon on the screens
of the Android phone. The icon is an Android logo, as shown at the top right of Figure
5.1 (a). Users can open the Launch Screen (the top part of the screen with the white
background, shown in Figure 5.1(b)) by pressing the floating icon. When the user draws
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a gesture on the Launch Screen (see Figure 5.1 (c)), the launcher interprets it based on
three sources:
1) LGR: the Letter Gesture Recogniser
2) DGR: a library of Drawing gestures- target apps’ icons
3) AGR: the app usage history of frequency
It then displays the best 8 matches in a 4 × 2 Grid view (see an example in Figure 5.1
(d)). The recommended apps are displayed in the decreasing order of the best matches.
As the red number shows, shown in the Figure 5.1 (d), the users’ intended apps recom-
mended by the Intelligent Launcher are displayed in the order of first to second row, left
to right. That is, the top match is given at the top left of the Launch Screen, the last match
is given at the bottom right of the Launch Screen. Note that the Intelligent Launcher al-
ways gives 8 of the best matches out of all the installed apps. Normal smartphone users
always have more than 8 installed apps. Therefore, it is certain there are more than 8
apps to recommend (even though, sometimes, the matches are less likely accessed by
the user). The Intelligent Launcher provides the 8 best matches, which are followed by a
Gesture Mark (Ouyang and Li 2012). The users then choose the target from the list. If
the target is not shown, they can press the ”other” button. A list of all the installed apps
pops up for the users to choose their target app from.
5.3.2 Architecture of the Intelligent Launcher
The architecture of the Intelligent Launcher is illustrated in Figure 5.7. When the user
draws a gesture, the ”Predictor” analyses it and provides the 8 best matches to the user.
Then, the user needs to choose their target app by touch its icon on the recommended
list. The the app then launches for the user. Meanwhile, the gesture-target app pair
will update the ”Recognizer” for improving further recommendations. The ”App access
history” (app usage information) is recorded in the ”Log” and feed for Abstract gesture
recognition.
The analysis is processed by a Letter, a Drawing and an Abstract Gesture Recogniser
(LGR,FGR and AGR in the Figure). As shown in the Figure, ”LGR”,”DGR” and ”AGR” rely
on the ”Name Library” and the ”Function Library”, the ”Icon Template” and the ”Log”
respectively.
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Figure 5.7: The architecture of Intelligent Launcher.
5.3.3 Algorithm of Intelligent Launcher
This section introduces how the Machine Learning (ML) method works in the Intelligent
Launcher. First, we discuss how the whole recommendation (prediction) is updated
based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Then we provide the details of why and how the
selected machine learning methods are engaged for ”LGR”,”DGR” and ”AGR” separately
by reviewing the literature.
HMM for Dynamic Update
Based on observing the data collected in Section 5.2, we found the app accessing history
is important for predicting the target app. For example, a user who has already used the
”gm” gesture for accessing ”Google Map” is more likely to use the same gesture (i.e.,
”gm”) again rather than any other gesture for accessing the same app (i.e., ”Google
Map”). Therefore, an algorithm that can dynamically update itself based on the users’
input is better for the prediction. That is why we decided to optimise our prediction by
learning from the history of gesture-target pairing.
Based on the literature, the HMM can best meet our requirements for dynamic updat-
ing (Russell and Norvig 2016). The basic principle of HMM is to define a set of states,
each corresponding to a region or specific site in the proteins being modelled (Sonnham-
mer et al. 1998). It predicts based on the time-sequencing (Yamato et al. 1992).
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Figure 5.8: The Intelligent Launcher optimised the prediction based on a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM).
Based on this basic principle, for a gesture that is visually similar to an old gesture,
we updated the probability value of the target that matched the old gesture to 0.5. Note
that the value is updated to 0.5 (i.e., 50%) here. The update is based on the results of
our observation on the collected data.
In Figure 5.8, Gi represents the gesture input at time i and Ai represents the intended
target app for this gesture. As G3 is visually similar to an old gesture G1, the P (A1 | G3)
is updated to 0.5. Otherwise, e.g., P (A2 | G2), there is no need to update.
The order of the apps appearing in the candidate list is determined by the order of
their probability value (P (Ai | Gi)).
Letter Gesture Recogniser
The launcher employs a Letter Gesture Recogniser so that this type of gestures can be
recognized and then matched to a possible target app. The launcher needs a letter ges-
ture segmentation method to support both Single and Multiple Letter recognition. Then,
the input gesture can be translated to a letter or a sequence of letters. The Intelligent
Launcher can predict the app which the user intends to access, relying on the Name -
App library by scanning the user’s installed app list. Based on the results of the Let-
ter Gesture Recognizer, the predictor calculates the probability value of this gesture for
matching to a target app.
The handwriting recognition which supports segmentation is not our main contribu-
tion. We employed the recognition method based on what had been used successfully
in previous studies for sketch recognition on pen-based gesture recognition (Ouyang and
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Davis 2009). The performance of this recognition method is compatible with prior ap-
proaches (Li 2010a; Anthony and Wobbrock 2010; Wobbrock et al. 2007).
For a better understanding of why this handwriting recognition method was selected,
we discuss the main special properties of our input (i.e., the finger-handwriting gestures).
First, it is finger-based input with a limited drawing area. Second, the smartphone it-
self has fewer computation resources compared to a laptop or computer server. Third,
the input tends to be an initial or abbreviation of the app’s name/function instead of the
complete app’s name/function. The selected recognition method can well-address these
properties since: (1) it is trained in the letter and words data collected on touchscreen
smartphones, which is suitable for finger-based input recognition; (2) it can run in real
time on a smartphone; (3) it does not require complementary word-lever labels for train-
ing and can recognise natural multi-stroke and mixed cursive handwriting.
Therefore, we employed a support vector machine (SVM) with a linear kernel to rec-
ognize the input gestures, based on the list of properties listed above. The basic principle
of the linear kernel SVM we used is discussed in (Boser et al. 1992). In brief, an SVM
creates a line of output which separates the data into classes. It means, in our case, the
SVM takes the user drawing gestures as input and separates them and then recognizes
those gestures. More details about the data training and the feature selection of the SVM
algorithm can be found in (Ouyang and Li 2012).
For N apps with the gesture letter in its name, the probability of matching to the target
app P (Ti) is calculated from formula 5.1, and the weight wj is calculated from formula
5.2. Where the Single initial letter gesture calculates P (Ti) use w1, for Single non-initial
letter use w0 and for Multiple Letter gestures use w2. An example is shown in Table 5.3.
P (Ti) = P (T )× w(j), (5.1)
where i = 0, . . . , N , j ∈ {0, 1, 2} , P (T) = 1N .
N∑
i=1
P (Ti) = 1, (5.2)
where w0 : w1 : w2 = 83 : 12 : 5
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Figure 5.9: An example of how a ”house” gesture matches the target app by learning
its visual similarity to the icons in the template. The value on the black line is the visual
similarity score: the value on the red line is the probability value of matching to that app.
The Function Library has been developed using a similar method, only extracting the
letter from the Google Category name of the target app.
The Drawing gesture template
The launcher infers the target app for a Drawing gesture by computing its visual similarity
to the app’s icon. To achieve this, a template with the user’s installed app’s icon and an
open source tool (Abadi et al. 2016) are used to evaluate the visual similarity between
the input gesture and each icon in the template. The possibility of a hit for matching the
intended target app is determined by the order of the visual similarity score between the
gesture and the target’s icon. An example of how a gesture matches to a target app is
given in Figure 5.9.
The Abstract gesture predictor
The Intelligent launcher predicts the next app by combining the app access history infor-
mation with the gesture produced by the user. Even in our exploratory study, only a small
number of Abstract gestures were used by the participants, but the tendency to use it
for the most frequently used apps was obvious. The launcher records the app access
history in the back end (Log) and calculates the app usage frequency of each app for
recent days. The Log beyond the previous seven days is automatically deleted to release
more memory. The probability value of an Abstract gesture matching with a target app is
based on the level of usage frequency.
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5.3.4 Implementation
The launcher was implemented in Java using Android API 28 and is compatible with API
under 28. It was tested on various Android-powered devices such as the Google Nexus
5, Samsung Galaxy S8 and HuaWei Honor 9.
5.4 Evaluations
To investigate how Intelligent Launcher performs for app access in the users’ daily lives
and how the different components contribute to the correct prediction, we collected 548
gestures for 197 target apps from 22 Android phone users.
The specific goals of the evaluation study were to learn:
• How often the Intelligent Launcher is able to correctly predict the target app based
on a gesture.
• How various components, i.e., Name Library, Function Library, Icon Template, and
app usage Log, contribute to correct predictions.
• The limitations of the Intelligent Launcher.
• How the users evaluate (think) the Intelligent Launcher: effectiveness and usability.
For these purposes, we analysed the participants’ log for the period of their usage (the
7th to 14th day from the start). This is because during the first 7 days, the launcher
recorded the app usage frequency to feed future predictions. Thus, from the 7th to 14th
days, the launcher was able to use the collected data to predict and improve the target
apps predictions.
5.4.1 Participants
We recruited the Android users in the University via email. Once the recipient had agreed
to participate, we sent the ”IntelligentLaunchertest.apk” by email, which allowed the par-
ticipants to install the testing version of the Intelligent Launcher on their phones. For the
purpose of data collection, this testing version recorded and sent the participant’s app
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usage frequency and launcher prediction information to our ”log” server. The participants
gave their informed consent for this procedure. We have access to the data on the ”log”
server.
From the logs of 30 participants, we selected and analysed 22 based on the criteria
that they had used the Intelligent Launcher for app access at least once per day for at
least 14 days. The reasons for choosing these criteria are: first, to make our results
credible, we focused on the users who used our proposed method at least once a day;
second, as discussed in the ”Implementation” section, the launcher needed at least 7
days for pre-data collection before it could predict. To balance the prediction of frequently
and infrequently used apps, we decided 14 days was the shortest usage cycle.
The selected participants included 7 females, and their ages ranged from 25 to 36
(mean = 28). They were all full-time students or researchers in a local university, majoring
in business, animation and computer science.
5.4.2 Data Collection
Data collection followed a similar process to how the participants were recruited. The
experimenter sent the testing version of the Intelligent Launcher to the participants via
email and asked them to install it on their own smartphone. The participants were also
asked to use the Intelligent Launcher in their daily lives for regular app access tasks. No
upper limit for usage frequency was imposed. Fourteen days later, the participants were
asked to answer an online survey about their user experience.
5.4.3 Results
Prediction Accuracy
The launcher was able to predict and list the correct target app within the top 8 matches
for 96% of all gestures. The mean prediction accuracy of the Recogniser and Intelligent
Launcher is shown in Figure 5.10. On average, 96% (M = 23.8, SD = 5.2, Min = 15,
Max = 34) of gesture queries matched the target app correctly. The prediction accuracy
of the Letter, Drawing and Abstract Gesture Recognisers was 98%, 92% and 70% ,
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Figure 5.10: The mean percentage of (1) correct match by the three gesture recognisers
and the Intelligent Launcher (I.L.) when considering the top 8 matches, and (2) the fre-
quency of using the Letter, Drawing, Abstract Gesture Recogniser to predict the target.
The error bars stand for one standard error about the mean.
respectively. Figure 5.10 also shows the mean percentage of gesture predicted by the
Letter, Drawing and Abstract Gesture Recognisers. On average, participants used the
Intelligent Launcher 24.9 times (SD = 5.3, Min = 15, Max = 34) during the 7 days period.
Of these usages, 73% of them was predicted by the Letter Gesture Recogniser, 22%
by Drawing Gesture Recogniser and only 5% by Abstract Gesture Recogniser. This
shown a consistent trend with our exploring study, where, the Letter gesture was the
most frequently used, Drawing gesture the second, and Abstract-Type gesture was the
least used.
Contributors to the correct predictions
As shown in Figure 5.10, a large number of gestures predictions relied on the Letter
Gesture Recogniser. For correctly predicted target apps, we also recorded whether the
correct match came from the Name Library or the Function Library, as well as record-
ing the position of the target located in the candidate list. As shown in Figure 5.11, the
majority- 60% (M = 14.1, SD = 5.33)- of correct predictions were contributed by the Name
Library, and over one-fifth- 21% (M = 5.1, SD = 4.28)- were contributed by the Icon Tem-
plate. The rest- 16% (M = 4.0, SD = 4.73)- were contributed by the Function Library, and
only- 3% (M = .6, SD = .66)- by the Log.
For the total correct predictions for the Letter Gesture Recogniser, the Name Library
contributed 80% and the Function Library contributed 20%. This means that being able to
predict these Letter gesture representing the app’s function, the Intelligent Launcher ex-
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Figure 5.11: The mean percentage of the correct matches contributed by the Name and
Function Library, Icon Template and the Log. The error bar stands for one standard error
about the mean.
tended the Letter gesture prediction by one-fifth. A small number of the Drawing gestures
that were also created from the target app’s function were not taken into account here.
The launcher processed these gestures by using the ”icon” template, which provided 93%
of the correct matches by the drawing gesture Recogniser. A 100 % of Abstract gestures’
predictions relied on the ”Log” information.
Figure 5.12 shows the average position of the correct target located in the candidate
list. The Icon Template scored the best average position (M= 2.0, SD = 0.9) because
Drawing gestures were closely similar to the target icons but quite different among each
other. As a result the number of eligible candidate targets was relatively small (Min =
1, Max = 4), meaning participants could find their intended target on the top of the list.
The Function Library scored the poorest average position ranking (M= 3.0, SD = 1.2),
which was because the users had several apps within the same function category. For
example, in our study, they had up to 6 apps within the same function category. The
launcher assigns the same possibilities of matching function-based gestures to the same
”category name”, so that the intended target could be located in a relatively late position
on the candidate list. A similar result was found for targets predicted by the Name Library
(M = 2.6, SD = 1.7); this was due to a relatively high number of apps sharing the same
letter. Within the Letter gestures, the Multiple Letter type (M= 2.0, SD = 1.3) enjoyed a
position advantage compared to the Single Letter type (M= 3.0, SD = 1.8); t (21) = 4.38,
p < .001, on a paired-samples t-test. This was because an additional letter helped to
remove non-relevant apps.
Figure 5.13 shows the launcher’s prediction accuracy when the number of candidate
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Figure 5.12: The average position of the correct target located in the candidate list. The
error bar stands for one standard error about the mean.
Figure 5.13: The Launcher’s prediction accuracy as a function of number of target candi-
dates.
targets is taken into consideration. These results can inform the prediction ability of the
Intelligent Launcher when we consider alternative interfaces, which provide a smaller
number of candidate target apps. All sources’ accuracy significantly increased from the
top 1 to top 2 and 4 matches, then slightly increased (from 70% to 100%) after extending
the candidate list size to 6.
User Feedback
All 22 participants answered the survey about their experiences after using the launcher.
A 5-point Likert scale, with 1 for ”strongly disagree” and 5 for ”strongly agree” was used
for the participants’ to rate whether they:
• thought the Intelligent Launcher would be helpful for them for app access.
• thought the launcher was able to predict their intended target.
• would use Intelligent Launcher in the future for app access.
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Most users agreed that the Intelligent Launcher was helpful (Median=4) and was able
to predict the intended target (Median=4), and strongly agreed that they were satisfied
with the Intelligent Launcher (Median=5) and would probably use the Intelligent Launcher
in the future (Median=5). Note that we use the median not the mean value, as has
been the case in other chapters in this thesis. Using the median instead of the mean
value allows us to compare the user feedback when doing the task with and without the
proposed approach (Zenebe et al. 2010). Additionally, the author found that similar work
for analysing user feedback used median not mean values (Ouyang and Li 2012).
To understand how the Intelligent Launcher can improve prediction accuracy, we
asked participants to comment on situations where they have to find their target app
from the full app list. Participants mentioned in their comments that when they drew a
Drawing gesture based on their target app’s function, the Intelligent Launcher was unable
to provide the correct match. This is understandable since, in the current stage, the Intel-
ligent Launcher can only handle the Drawing gesture via the Icon Template. Among that
13% of Drawing gestures that were based on the app’s function, only those which were
occasionally visually similar to the app’s icon were correctly matched.
5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter has presented the Intelligent Launcher, a novel approach to touch-gesture
interaction that allows a user to find their intended apps using touch-gestures, without the
need for them to be defined or there being a limitation on gesture type. Our exploratory
experiment has contributed to the understanding of gesture shortcuts that users typically
adopt when searching for their target apps. Based on the findings from this experiment,
we proposed three guidelines for gesture-based prediction interface, which formed the
building blocks of our Intelligent Launcher.
Then, we implemented the Intelligent Launcher based on our findings and chose the
HMM and SVM machine learning methods for prediction, following the literature. This
chapter has also evaluated the accuracy of the Intelligent Launcher in an experiment.
The results show that it predicted the target app with a 96% of success rate. Of the Letter
gestures, the prediction based on an app’s function contributed more than one-fifth (21%)
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of all correct predictions. On average, the target which was inferred from the app’s icon
located closest (position 2.2) to the top choice (position 1) in the candidate’s target list (8
positions). The prediction accuracy based on an app’s function and app usage history did
not decline when the size of the candidate’s target list was reduced to the top 6 matches.
Also, the accuracy based on an app’s icon did not decline when the size of the list was
reduced to the top 4 matches.
The Intelligent Launcher provides another quick way for accessing target apps on
smartphones by using the machine learning method, while the prediction relies on multi-
ple resources (i.e., LGR, DGR and AGR). As we currently cannot tell what type (shape)
of gesture the user has drawn, we give these three recognisers equal weight when calcu-
lating the portability value. Based on our observations, the user does not use these three
types (shapes) of gestures equally. Therefore, we believe that the Intelligent Launcher
has the potential to improve in the future once we have a better understanding of what
influences the user employs to choose a gesture type (shape) access the target.
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Factors that Influence the Choice of
a Touch Gesture for App Access
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 5, we proposed and evaluated the Intelligent Launcher. It does not need
the user to define the gesture shortcut before using it to access a target app. It can
predict which app the user wants to access based on the gesture drawn by the user. The
prediction relies on whether and how the given gesture matches to the app’s app’s icon,
function, name and usage history. However, this information is not enough for guessing
which kind (shape) of gesture the user had drawn. Additionally, different from previous
approaches (predicate the target app via a single source), the ”Predictor” in Chapter
5 relies on three different sources (i.e., templates built with the app’s name, function,
icon and usage history) for three shapes (i.e., Letter, Drawing and Abstract) of gesture
recognition separately. In this case, Chapter 5 balanced the prediction results by giving
equal weight to the three recognisers. One method of improving this prediction accuracy
is to find out the real weight (rather than weighting each part equally) of each recogniser.
In other words, to find out the pattern of how often each shape of gesture is used in real
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life would be lead to better prediction of the target app.
To this end, we have hypothesized that it would be essential to know the users’ pref-
erences regarding gesture creation reasons and app search methods, the smartphone
systems they use, and the retention interval and the app usage frequency. The reason we
believe these factors may influence the choice of a touch gesture is based on reviewing
the literature. The details are presented in Section 6.2.
The main findings of our experiment with 36 participants have confirmed these hy-
potheses. Here we summarize and discuss our key findings. The results show that: (1)
participants tended to use the same creation method as the preferred method on different
days of the experiment; (2) those who preferred the name-based method used it more
consistently and used more Letter gestures compared with those who preferred the other
three methods; (3) those who preferred the keyword app search method created more
Letter gestures than other types; (4) those who preferred the iOS system created more
Drawing gestures than other types; (5) the Letter gestures were more often used for
frequently used apps, whereas Drawing gestures were more often used for infrequently
used apps. These results demonstrate the importance of the user’s profile for predict-
ing an intended app. An intelligent app launcher was designed based on these findings.
We expect that the results from this study can inform the design of future gesture-based
prediction interfaces.
The findings of our work aim to contribute to the design of future gesture-based pre-
diction interfaces by:
- proposing a mixed sources gesture-app prediction method.
- specifying a Bayesian network model for our proposed method.
- reviewing existing studies which focusing on fast app access and proposing the
factors may influence the choice of the gesture.
- evaluating the degree of the effect of each factor on the choice of the gesture.
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6.2 Method
To investigate how to improve the gesture-based predictor, we conducted an experi-
ment to collect (1) participants’ personal preferences and smartphone systems via a
pre-experiment questionnaire; (2) gestures created by participants for target apps via
the Agile Gesture app (Zhang et al. 2016); and (3) reasons for gesture creation via ges-
ture creation questions. Firstly, we explained the ”personal preferences” and ”smartphone
systems” of our experiment. Secondly, we introduced why we classified the installed apps
based on the using frequency and chose the interval time for repeated tasks. Thirdly, we
presented the two questions and why the questions needed to be address. Finally, the
experiment method, including the information from the participants who took part in the
experiments, the procedures and tasks were compiled and presented in the form of the
evaluation experiment and the experiment design.
6.2.1 Factors
The following is an explanation of why we believe that the selected factors can make the
users employ different types of gestures as shortcuts.
Gesture Creation Reason
Studies have identified different types of gestures created by users for different reasons
(Nacenta et al. 2013; Poppinga et al. 2014; Wobbrock et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2016; Lu¨
and Li 2011). These include Letter -like gestures based on the app’s name and Drawing-
shaped gestures based on the app’s icon. However, users do not always create the same
type of gestures over time, even for the same app. For example, they may use a letter
“g” gesture for “Google Map” first and then use a “location mark” gesture. Discovering
the reason behind the creation could help the predictor to work out the gesture type. For
example, a gesture created from an app’s name is always a letter shape and from an app’s
icon, a Drawing shape. In this study we asked our participants to specify their preferred
gesture creation reason (i.e. name, icon, function or other ) first. We then analysed how
consistent their gesture choice was with their preference, and how this reason influenced
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the gesture they had created. The gesture samples created based on each reason are
demonstrated in Table 6.1. The ”ct” gesture was created because the ”Messenger” app
has a ”chatting” function. For the gestures that were not created via a ”name”, ”icon” or
”function” reasons they will be referred to as ”other ” in this thesis.
Table 6.1: Gesture samples of four gesture creation reasons in the experiment.
Reason name icon function other
Icon
App Gmail YouTube Messenger WhatsApp
Gesture
App Finding Method
The keyword search (Apple 2017; Google 2015a), interacting with traditional GUI (Li
2012) and gesture-based (Li 2010a; Lu¨ and Li 2011; Zhang 2016) methods were consid-
ered in our study since they are widely used. The Keyword search method allows users
to find the target app by typing the keyword of an app via a keyboard. Then, users can
select the app from the short-listed results. The gesture-based search provides users
with the target app they want to access via a gesture shortcut that has they themselves
have drawn. The GUI, in this thesis, refers to the method of accessing the target app by
touching the app’s icon. In a real-world setting, a user chooses one of these methods for
accessing apps rather than liking them equally. Based on this, we evaluated whether this
preference difference can influence the gesture choice.
Smartphone System
The Android (Google 2015b) and iOS (Apple 2015) systems have more than a 99%
market share (IDC 2017). At the same time, as (1) their UI and icon designs are very
different (Google 2018b c) and (2) their users differ in demographic background, such as
graduate degree and income level, etc. (Ubhi et al. 2017), they have established different
characteristics (Gerpott et al. 2013) and behaviours (Benenson et al. 2013). A survey
reported that Android users used over 30% more game apps than iOS users (Perez
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2017). This may affect gesture choice for app access. Research has considered these
differences by using different designs for iOS and Android users (Liu et al. 2013; Zimbra
et al. 2017). Here, we aim to provide suggestions for both systems by investigating
whether their users create their gestures differently.
App Usage Frequency
The conventional next app prediction methods rely on the retention interval (Huang et al.
2012; Tan et al. 2012) and the app usage frequency (Liao et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2012;
Zhang et al. 2012; Zou et al. 2013). Should the predictor assign the same prediction
strategy for both frequently and infrequently used apps over time? To answer this, it is
necessary to examine the effect of gesture creation on usage frequency and different
retention intervals. We classified the apps in our study based on the degree of usage
frequency. According to a report, just 11% of Android and 10.2% of iOS apps were
retained within a week (eMarket 2015). Additionally, according to Thalheimer (2010),
people usually forgot 77% of what they had learned after seven days. This means that
there is a great number of installed apps which are hard to remember as they have not
been retained in more than 7 days. Therefore, we defined the apps that had been retained
within seven days as frequent used apps, whereas the rest were defined as infrequent
used apps.
Retention Periods
Smartphone app users use between 1 and 5 apps per day, 6 and 10 apps per week
(Hopwood 2017). Less access means that the user may change the shortcut creation.
To ensure the prediction works for different retention periods, we evaluated the gesture
creation method and gesture type three times. The test was taken immediately after the
users’ preference and smartphone system was asked in order to mimic the first use in a
real-world scenario, then 24 hours after, in order to mimic a short time retention scenario,
and then 7 days after, to mimic a long-time retention scenario.
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6.2.2 Participants
A total of 36 university students (15 female, 21 male), aged between 18 to 36 years old
(M = 26.3, SD = 6.7), took part in the experiment. All were daily users of smartphones,
reporting 0.5 to 6.0 hours usage per day (M = 4.5, SD = 4.3), with 50 to 131 third-party
apps (M = 84, SD = 22) installed on their phones at the time of the experiment.
Table 6.2: Gesture samples of three gesture shapes in the experiment.
Shape letter drawing abstract
Gesture
6.2.3 Procedure
The experiment was conducted over a period of seven days. The detailed procedures on
each day were as follows:
Day 1. The participants gave informed consent. They then completed a pre-questionnaire
that collected their demographic data, and their personal preferences for app usage (see
Table 6.3). Following this, they familiarized themselves with the data collection tool.
Meanwhile, the experimenter randomly selected an equal number of frequent and in-
frequent used apps as the sample target apps for each participant according to the par-
ticipant’s response to the pre-experiment questionnaire. Six participant had the same
number of target apps in their sample set.
After practising, the participants completed the gesture creation and creation method
report sessions:
Table 6.3: Pre-experiment Questionnaire
Participant ID:
Q1 How long since you own a smartphone?
Q2 How many hours do you spend on your smartphone everyday?
Q3 Give the name of the apps you used in recent seven days.
Q4 Give the installed app list to experimenter.
Q5 Which of the following methods do you prefer as a gesture shortcut for your app?
1) Name-based 2) Icon-based 3) Function-based 4) Other
Q6 Which smaprtphone system do you use?
1) Android 2) iOS
Q7 Which app searching method do you prefer?
1) Keyword search 2) Graphic interface 3) Gesture shortcut
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• Gesture creation. Each participant was presented with a list of apps icons and
names printed on the paper. The apps were presented one at a time in a random
order. The participant was instructed to create a gesture shortcut access for each
app. This was repeated until gestures for all sample target apps were created. The
sample target apps included equal number of frequent and infrequent used app and
its size was depended on the number of the installed apps the participants have.
The size of the sample target set and the personal information of the participants in
each group is shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: App allocations and participant information in the experiment. (Note ”SD” in
the table means the Standard Deviation.)
Number of installed apps 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99 > 100
Assigned frequently used apps 5 6 7 8 9 10
Assigned infrequently used apps 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Participants 6 6 6 6 6 6
Mean of Participants’ age 30.3 25.5 27.2 24 26.7 24.3
SD of Participants’ age 5.8 7.1 7.9 5.5 7.4 7.6
Number of female 3 2 3 2 3 2
• Report gesture creation reason. Immediately after gesture creation, participants
were asked to report their gesture creation method on a form for each gesture they
created, one at a time (see Table 6.5 for an example). Participants were not shown
the answer they had used before. If the participants report they created the gesture
by ”other”, they were asked to describe the reason they applied.
Table 6.5: Gesture creation reason question
Participant ID:
Name: Flickr Icon: Gesture:
Please select the reason why you drew the gesture above.
1) Name 2) Icon 3) Function 4) Other
If you choose 4) Other please describe the reason.
Days 2 and 7. The tests and procedure on the second and seventh day of the ex-
periment were identical. The participants were required to first do the ”gesture creation”
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and then the ”report gesture creation reason” tasks for the same list of target apps as
on Day 1. The procedure of the two tasks was the same as that of Day 1. The order
of gesture creation for frequent and infrequent used apps was counterbalanced over the
first, second and seventh day of the experiment.
6.2.4 Experiment Design
We employed a mixed-design methodology. The within-participant variables were App
Usage Frequency (frequent used app vs. infrequent used app), and Retention Interval
(0- day, 1-day and 7-days). The between-participant variables were User Preference
including: Preferred Creation Reason (name, icon, function and other ), Preferred App
Finding Method (keyword search, GUI and gesture-based), and the participants’ Smart-
phone System (Android vs. iOS). The dependent variable was the participant’s gesture
creation reason consistency and the rate of the type of gesture. Here we defined the
consistency as the proportion of created gestures consistent with the preferred method.
The rate of the type of gesture was calculated as the proportion of a type’s occurrence
out of all gesture creating by a participant.
The ideal predictor can automatically set up the prediction algorithm based on the
user’s answer for their preference. However, whether and how the user can be consistent
with their first answers remains unknown. Therefore, we designed a mixed-design ex-
periment to check whether these User Preferences (i.e., the Preferred Creation Reason,
Preferred App Finding Method and participant’s Smartphone System) changed within
both the short interval (24 hours) and the relatively long interval (7 days) when related to
the initial creation for both frequent and infrequent used apps. Based on these results,
we can infer the degree on contribution of each User Preference during the time lapsed.
6.3 Results
Note that, in this section, our data set has two properties. First, the data we collected
are percentage data (i.e., the reason’s consistency from 0 to 100% and the type’s rate
from 0 to 100%, which is defined in Section 6.2.4. Second, the values in the data set are
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not normally distributed. Due to these properties, the methods addressing these issues
are considered. The non-parametric methods is a way of addressing the normality issue
which our data set has (Vickers 2005). However, for our percentage data, an arcsine
transformation is recommended as it can provide a high percentage of correction for the
non-normality, the heterogeneity of variance, and the nonadditivity (Ahrens et al. 1990).
It has also been suggested that even though a difference is caused by the transformation
appearing in mean separations determined using LSD (.005), this difference has only a
minor effect on the interpretation of the results. Therefore, the proportion consistency
data and the type’s rate data were arcsine transformed before further statistical analy-
sis. Where sphericity was violated, the degree of freedom was adjusted by applying the
Greenhouse Geisser method.
6.3.1 Gesture creation reason consistency
The results are shown in Figure 6.1. To examine how the users’ gesture creation prefer-
ence, the target app’s usage frequency and the retention interval (see the reason in 6.2.1)
affected the consistency, we conducted a 4 Preferred Creation Reason × 2 App Usage
Frequency ×3 Retention Interval mixed-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). As the
ANOVA results in Table 6.6 shows, the significant main effects and two-way interaction
effects were qualified by significant three-way interaction. To identify the source of this
three-way interaction, we conducted separate simple effects analyses for the results of
the frequent and infrequent used apps.
Table 6.6: ANOVA of the consistency on Gesture Creation Reason for frequent and in-
frequent used apps with 0-day, 1-day and 7-days Retention Interval of Preferred Gesture
Creation Reason.
Source df MSE F p
App Usage Frequency (UF) 1 .152 .56 .46
Retention Interval (RI) 2 .017 3.59 .033
Preferred Creation Reason (CR) 3 .351 14.63 < .001
UF × RI 2 .013 6.83 .002
UF × CR 3 .152 2.89 .051
RI × CR 6 .017 3.01 .012
UF × RI × CR 4.94 .015 2.43 .048
Error 52.71
note. df = degrees of freedom; MSE = Mean Squared Error.
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Figure 6.1: Mean reason consistency of four Preferred Creation Reasons on three differ-
ent Retention Intervals for frequent used app (left) and infrequent used app (right). N.S.
= not significant. *** p < .001.
For the frequent used apps, the main effect of the Retention Interval was not signif-
icant, F (2, 64) = 1.47, p = .238. The interaction between this factor and the Preferred
Creation Reason was also not significant, F (6, 64) = 0.88, p = .514. However, the main
effect of the Preferred Creation Reason was significant, F (3, 32) = 15.22, p < .001.
The Bonferroni post hoc test found that the consistency was greater for participants who
preferred the name reason than those who preferred the icon reason, p < .001 and the
function reason, p < .001, the other reason than the icon reason, p = .038, and the
function reason, p = .002.
For the infrequent used apps, the main effects of the Retention Interval, F (2, 64) =
8.34, p = .001 and the Preferred Creation Reason, F (3, 32) = 1.89, p = .151, was qualified
by a significant interaction between them, F (6, 64) = 4.74, p < .001 (see Figure 6.1). The
pairwise comparisons for the main effect of the Retention Interval were conducted using
a Bonferroni post hoc test. The Bonferroni post hoc test found that the consistency was
significant greater on the 0-day results than on the 7-days, p = .001 and on the 1-day than
the 7-days, p = .042. However there was no significant difference between the 0-day and
1-day, p = .442.
Overall, the results indicate that the three-way interaction is statistically significant.
This is due to the two-way interaction of Preferred Creation × Retention Interval not
being significant for frequent used apps but significant for infrequent used apps. The
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results show that for frequent used apps, a preference for name was more consistently
linked to the gestures choice in practice than the preferences for other gesture types.
For infrequent used apps, however, the consistent scores were affected by the Retention
Interval.
6.3.2 User’s Profile and Gesture they choose
To examine how the users’ profiles affected their choice of touch gesture, we conducted
a series of three-way ANOVAs with different independent variables separately as follows:
• (a) 4 Preferred Creation Reason × 2 App Usage Frequency × 3 Retention Interval.
• (b) 4 Preferred App Finding Method× 2 App usage Frequency × 3 Retention inter-
val.
• (c) 2 Mobile System × 2 App usage Frequency × 3 Retention interval.
As introduced in Section 6.2.4, the App Usage Frequency and the Retention Interval
are both within-variables and the Preferred Creation Reason, App Finding Method and
the Mobile System are between-variables. The dependent variable was the rate of the
corresponding shape of gestures.
(a) Preferred Creation Reason
To examine how the users’ Preferred Creation Reason affected the Gesture they chose
(i.e., the rate of the Letter, Drawing and Abstract shaped gestures being used), three sep-
arate three-way mixed-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA)s were conducted. Note
here, the independent variable is the rate of the Letter, Drawing and Abstract shaped
gestures being used.
• Letter gesture
As the ANOVA results in Table 6.7 show, the significant main effects and two-way
interaction effects were qualified by significant three-way interaction. Separate sim-
ple effects analyses for the results of frequent and infrequent used apps was con-
ducted (see Figure 6.2 top). For frequent used apps, there was only a main effect
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Figure 6.2: Mean rate of top: letter, middle: drawing and bottom: abstract gesture shape
for four Gesture Creation Reasons on three different Retention Intervals to access fre-
quent (left) and infrequent (right) used apps. The different bar in each group represent
the rate of shape created on the Retention Interval of 0-day, 1-day and 7-days. The error
bars stand for one standard error about the mean. N.S. = not significant.
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Table 6.7: ANOVA of the Letter gesture rate on four Preferred Gesture Creation Reasons
for frequent and infrequent used apps with three Retention Intervals.
Source df MSE F p
App Usage Frequency (UF) 1 .002 .02 .877
Retention Interval (RI) 2 .180 8.34 .001
Preferred Creation Reason (CR) 3 6.52 11.04 < .001
UF × RI 2 .080 5.55 .006
UF × CR 3 .662 7.24 .001
RI × CR 6 .049 2.25 .049
UF × RI × CR 6 .060 4.19 .001
Error 64
note. df = degrees of freedom; MSE = Mean Squared Error.
of Preferred Creation Reason, F (3, 32) = 38.57, p < .001, where participants who
preferred name and function got a higher rate of Letter gesture than icon and other
gesture creation reasons, p < .001. For infrequent used apps the main effect of
Preferred Creation Reason was significant, F (3, 32) = 9.75, p < .001. The rate
of Letter gesture was higher for participants who preferred the name and function
reason than for the other two reasons, p < .001. Even though the simple effects for
both frequent and infrequent used apps were both not significant, for the infrequent
used apps, there was a strong tendency towards statistical significance (p= .051).
Table 6.8: ANOVA of the Drawing gesture rate on four Preferred Gesture Creation Rea-
sons for frequent and infrequent used apps with three Retention Intervals.
Source df MSE F p
App Usage Frequency (UF) 1 1.122 14.96 .001
Retention Interval (RI) 2 .001 .07 .933
Preferred Creation Reason (CR) 3 6.141 12.06 < .001
UF × RI 2 .011 .59 .555
UF × CR 3 .190 2.54 .074
RI × CR 6 .024 1.24 .3.01
UF × RI × CR 6 .039 2.02 .075
Error 64
note. df = degrees of freedom; MSE = Mean Squared Error.
• Drawing gesture
As shown in Table 6.8, significant main effects were found for App Usage Frequency,
F (1, 32) = 14.96, p = .001, and Preferred Creation Reason, F (3, 32) = 12.06, p <
.001. All other main effects, the two-way interaction and the three-way interaction
were not significant, p ≥ .074. Separate simple effects analyses for frequent and
infrequent used apps were conducted (see Figure 6.2 middle). They revealed a
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significant main effect of Preferred Creation Reason for both frequent , F (3, 32) =
33.47, p < .001, and infrequent used app, F (3, 32) = 4.08, p = .015. In frequent
used app, the rate of Drawing gesture was significantly higher for participants who
preferred the icon reason more than the other three reasons, p < .001. However,
for infrequent used apps, the rate was only significantly higher for participants who
preferred the icon reason more than the other reason, p = .028.
Table 6.9: ANOVA of the Abstract gesture rate on four Preferred Gesture Creation Rea-
sons for frequent and infrequent used apps with three Retention Intervals.
Source df MSE F p
App Usage Frequency (UF) 1 .968 13.28 .001
Retention Interval (RI) 2 .195 12.69 < .001
Preferred Creation Reason (CR) 3 5.613 34.37 < .001
UF × RI 2 .045 3.78 .028
UF × CR 3 .440 6.03 .002
RI × CR 6 .107 6.99 < .001
UF × RI × CR 6 .019 1.61 .158
Error 64
note. df = degrees of freedom; MSE = Mean Squared Error.
• Abstract gesture
As the ANOVA results in Table 6.9 show, the significant main effects of Preferred
Creation Reason, F (3, 32) = 34.37, p < .001, App Usage Frequency, F (1, 32) =
13.28, p = .001, and Retention Interval, F (2, 64) = 12.69, p < .001, were qualified
by significant two-way interactions. However, the three-way interaction was not
significant, F (6, 64) = 1.16, p = .158. The simple effects analyses are shown in
the bottom of Figure 6.2. There were main effects of Preferred Creation Reason,
for frequent used apps, F (3, 32) = 33.87, p < .001 and for infrequent used apps
as well, F (3, 32) = 31.82, p < .001. The rate of Abstract gesture was significantly
higher for participants who preferred the other reason than the other three reasons
for both frequent and infrequent used apps, p < .001.
(b) Preferred Search Method
Besides the user’s Preferred Creation Reason, the user’s Preferred Search Method may
influence the Gesture (shape) they choose. We, therefore, identified how this factor af-
fected the shape of the gesture the user chose by conducting three separate three-way
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Figure 6.3: Mean rate of top: Letter, middle: Drawing and bottom: Abstract gesture
shape for three Preferred Search Method on three different Retention Intervals to access
frequent (left) and infrequent (right) used apps. The different bar in each group repre-
sents the rate of shape created on the Retention Interval of 0-day, 1-day and 7-days.
The error bars stand for one standard error about the mean. N.S. = not significant. ** p
< .05
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mixed-measures analyses for the Letter, Drawing and Abstract gestures. The indepen-
dent variable is the rate of the Letter, Drawing and Abstract shape gestures been used.
• Letter gesture, results are shown in Figure 6.3 top.
The main effects of App Usage Frequency, F (1, 33) = 10.83, p = .002, and Preferred
Search Method, F (2, 33) = 31.22, p < .001, were qualified by interaction between
these two factors, F (2, 33) = 5.40, p = .009, which was in turn qualified by a three-
way interaction, F (4, 66) = 3.26, p = .017.
To identify the source of the interaction, we conducted separate simple effects anal-
yses for the results of the frequent and infrequent used apps. For the frequent used
apps, there was a main effect of the Retention Interval, F (2, 66) = 3.49, p = .036,
where the rate of Letter gesture was higher for 0-day than for 7-days, p = .043.
There was also a main effect of Preferred Search Method, F (2,33) = 46.88, p <
.001, where the Letter gesture rate was higher for the keyword search than for the
GUI, p < .001, or gesture-based methods, p < .001. The interaction between the
two variables was not significant, F (4, 66) = 1.76, p = .147. For the infrequent used
apps, the Preferred Search Method × Retention Interval effect was significant, F
(4, 66) = 3.20, p = .018. The effect of the Retention Interval was not significant in
participants who preferred the keyword search method, t (18) > .03, p <.974, GUI,
t (3) ≥ .25, p ≤ .820, or the gesture-based method, t (12) ≥ .72, p ≤ .483. However,
the effect of the Preferred Search Method was significant on the three Retention In-
tervals, F (2, 33) ≥ 8.28, p ≤ .001, and the participants who preferred the keyword
search method created more Letter gestures than other two methods, p ≤ .032.
• Drawing gesture (Figure 6.3 middle).
The main effects of the App Usage Frequency, F (1, 33) = 18.73, p < .001, and
the Preferred Search Method, F (2, 33) = 25.87, p < .001, were significant. All
other effects were not significant. More Drawing gesture was created for infrequent
than frequent used apps, t (35) = 3.41, p = .002. The participants who preferred
gesture-based methods drew more Drawing gestures than the other two methods,
p ≤ .027.
• Abstract gesture (Figure 6.3 bottom).
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The main effect of the Preferred Search Method, F (2,33) = 69.39, p < .001, was
qualified by a two-way interaction (App Usage Frequency × Retention Interval, F
(2, 66) = 5.78, p = .005, and a three-way interaction, F (4, 66) = 4.23, p = .004.
ANOVA for frequent used apps showed no main effect of the Retention Interval, F
(2, 66) = 2.51, p = .089, or interaction effect between the Preferred Search Method
and Retention Interval, F (4, 66) = .60, p = .661. However, there was a significant
effect of the Preferred Search Method, F (2, 33) = 48.27, p < .001, where the rate
for Abstract-shaped gestures was higher for participants who preferred the gesture-
based method than the other two methods, p < .001. For infrequent used apps,
the effect of the Retention Interval, F (2, 66) = 4.94, p = .010, the Preferred Search
Method, F (2, 33) = 48.37, p < .001, and the interaction between the two factors, F
(4, 66) = 5.48, p = .001, were significant. The effects of the Retention Interval on the
three Preferred Search Methods were not significant, p ≥ .061. However, the effect
of the Preferred Search Method was significant on the three Retention Intervals, F
(2, 33) ≥ 19.09, p < .001. The participants who preferred the GUI created more
Abstract gestures than the other two methods, p <.001.
(c) Smartphone System
Finally, whether the smartphone system the user used influenced the gesture they chose
was investigated. Three three-way mixed-measures analyses were conducted. The de-
pendent variables are as designed in the beginning of this section (6.3.2). The inde-
pendent variable is the rate of the Letter, Drawing and Abstract shape gestures being
used.
The results of two-way interactions which are broken down into frequent and infre-
quent used apps are shown in Figure 6.4. The two-way interaction for frequent used
apps was significant, F (2, 68) = 19.91, p < .001, where it is suggested that there is a
higher rate of Letter gesture use for the Android user than for the iOS user, F (1, 34) =
36.74, p < .001, and a higher rate of Drawing gesture for the iOS user than the Android
user, F (1, 34) = 29.25, p <.001. No effect for Abstract gesture was recorded. For infre-
quent used apps, the two-way interaction was also significant, F (2, 68) = 4.53, p = .014.
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Figure 6.4: Mean rate of three types for frequent (left) and infrequent (right) used apps
created by the Android and the iOS user. The different bars in each group represent the
rate of gesture created by the Android or the iOS user. The error bars stand for one
standard error about the mean. N.S. = not significant. *** p < .001.
The smartphone’s system only affected the Letter gesture, F (1, 34) = 9.09, p = .005,
where the result was consistent with the frequent used apps.
As shown in Figure 6.5, for the Android user, the two-way interaction was significant, F
(1.50, 31.42) = 24.16, p < .001. The results of a paired t-test show a higher rate of Letter
gesture for frequent than infrequent used apps, t (21) = 5.29, p < .001. However, there
was a higher rate of Drawing gesture for the infrequent than the frequent used apps, t
(21) = 5.53, p < .001. For the iOS user, the two-way interaction was not significant, F (2,
26) = 0.08, p = .919.
Figure 6.5: Mean rate of three gesture types of the Android user (left) and the iOS user
(right) for frequent and infrequent used app. The different bars in each group represent
the rate of gesture created for frequent or infrequent used apps. The error bars stand for
one standard error about the mean. N.S. = not significant. *** p < .001.
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6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Gesture creation reason
When participants indicated a preference for using the names of apps, they showed a
greater level of consistency (0.64) for using a letter of a name in their gesture creation
than those who preferred other (0.57), icon (0.38) or function (0.11). This was predicted
because there is a natural connection between the name of an app and the initial letter
of the app’s name. In contrast, the icon, function or other aspects of an app do not have
a coherent rule to follow.
Additionally, there was a Preferred Creation Reason × Retention Interval interaction
effect on the mean reason consistency for infrequent but not for frequent used apps. Our
results also show that, rather unexpectedly, the mean reason consistency was 0.45 on
the first day, 0.42 on the second day and 0.40 on the seventh day, where the negative
impact on the method consistency did not show significantly with either the short interval
(24 hours) or the relatively long interval (7 days) following initial creation. This means
that the degree of contribution of the preferred gesture creation reasons remained similar
during the lapsed time.
6.4.2 User’s Profile and Gesture Type
We predicted the user’s profile would have an impact on the gesture types they created,
particularly on the Letter and Drawing gestures. The main findings of our experiment
confirm this hypothesis. Here we summarize and discuss our key findings.
Preferred Creation Reason and Gesture type
In our study, the participants created 64.8% Letter gestures, 25.9% Drawing gestures and
9.2% Abstract gestures. In general, the participants who preferred the name and func-
tion reasons created more Letter gestures than other participants. This was predicted
because it is common to use a letter to represent an app’s name: for example, using the
gesture ”G” to access the ”Gmail” app since it is the initial letter of the app’s name, or
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using the gesture ”C” to access a chatting app like ”Messenger”. In addition, rather inter-
estingly, users tend to use a Letter but not a Drawing or Abstract gesture to represent an
app’s function: for example, using the gesture ”N” to access the ”GoogleMap” app since
it is the initial letter of the app’s navigation function. This may be because, in this case, it
takes less effort to create a gesture directly based on a word (verbalization) than to create
an image as a drawing (visualization) (Bell and Lindamood 1991; Blasius and Greenacre
2014).
Our results also show that among all Drawing gestures, most (78%) of them were
created by those who preferred the icon-based reason. This may be because the icon
is explicating to users and aiming for leaving user an impression (Chen 2015; Pol 2015).
Therefore, users may create a gesture which is similar to the icon, based on their previous
impressions.
Another finding of this study was that the probability of using an Abstract gesture was
often influenced by two factors. First, the participants who preferred the other creation
reason usually created an Abstract gesture. Second, the Abstract gestures were created
to access frequent used apps more often than infrequent used apps.
Although the gesture type was closely related to the participants’ Preferred Creation
Reason, the effects were different for the three gesture types. This means that we need
to combine three factors for consideration when predicting a gesture type.
Preferred App Search Method and Gesture type
Participants who preferred the keyword search method were most likely to create a Letter
gesture. In contrast, those who preferred the gesture-based method were most likely to
create a Drawing gesture. Although the participants who preferred the gesture- based
method displayed a clear pattern of being most likely to create a Drawing gesture, our
experiment found that they also created more Abstract gestures than other participants.
Preferred Mobile System and Gesture type
The participants who preferred an iOS system created more Drawing and Abstract ges-
tures than those who preferred an Android system. This may be due to some of the
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Figure 6.6: An example of app icons display on an Android phone (left) and on an iOS
phone (right).
interface design differences between the iOS and Android systems. First, the iOS inter-
face commonly uses flat style design icons which are surrounded by a nontransparent
rectangle, while Android interface use a three-dimensional style icon without a surround-
ing. Examples are shown in Figure 6.6.
We can see that the icons of the iOS interface are easier to reproduce than the An-
droid ones since the iOS icons (1) are flat rather than three dimensional, and (2) the
background rectangle of the icon is like a canvas, which makes the icon stand out more.
These two attributes make it easier for iOS users to create a Drawing gesture than An-
droid users. Second, the Android interface has a universal navigation bar at the bottom.
Users can switch to another app by clicking the ”back button”. However, there is no such
button on the iOS interface, where a gesture of swiping from left to right is offered by
Apple to support the go back action. This swiping gesture is very similar to our Abstract
gesture, so users who were interested in this swiping gesture may have reproduced it
when they switched between apps. Our study has confirmed this. A participant who pre-
ferred the iOS system and created 6 Abstract gestures told us that he had created the
gestures for accessing the other apps by mimicking the swiping gestures in iOS.
Nevertheless, the participant’s preference regarding their mobile system had almost
no impact on the proportion of Letter gestures they created, except for the frequent used
apps on Day 1 of the experiment. Only in this condition, participants who preferred the
Android system created more Letter gestures than those who preferred the iOS system.
That is to say, some different patterns of use of the two mobile systems see the users
tending to create different types of gesture for accessing their apps.
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6.4.3 Gesture recognition method
Previous work for gesture recognition (Escalera et al. 2017; Rautaray and Agrawal 2015)
needs a source template, and the source cannot change. This situation cannot meet our
predictor’s requirements. Here, we introduce our predictor’s gesture recognition method.
We have adopted different templates for different types of gesture, based on the gesture
type results that we collected.
Our predictor indicates all input gestures as Letter, Drawing or Abstract gestures
based on the result of T’s scores which were calculated from equation (6.1). The score
T is calculated as the conditional probability and it is used here with the user’s Preferred
System (S), Search Method (M), Creation Method (C) and App Usage Frequency (F). In
our case, the conditional probability is the probability of a type of Letter/Drawing/Abstract
shape gesture being used based on a given set of variables (S,M,C,F), denoted P(T | S,
M, C, F).
The type with the highest T score among the three types is indicated as the type of
gesture used. For gestures that classify as a Letter gesture, we adopt the alphabetical
template as the source of recognizer; for those classifying as a Drawing gesture, we adopt
the template consisting of all the installed app’s icons as the source; for those classifying
as Abstract gesture, we adopt 8 of the Abstract gestures templates which were also used
in research by Appert and Zhai (2009), Dittmar et al. (2015) and Gillespie et al. (2014).
Score(T ) = P (T |S,M,C, F ) = P (T, S,M,C, F )
P (S,M,C, F )
(6.1)
Based on these findings, with an example of input gesture ”M”, we illustrated the ar-
chitecture that we proposed for the target app prediction in Figure 6.7. The app classifier
divided the users’ installed apps into four categories based on the input gestures. The
aim of the ”Predictor source manager” is to figure out the weights (Wx) that the predictor
should use for predicting the target app based on each source. The Wx indicates the
possibility of the reason for users creating the gesture. The Wx is calculated from a 4 ×
4 constant matrix multiplied with the consistency matrix. The consistency matrix is a 4
× 6 matrix which consists of the mean reason consistency value in Table 6.10.
The app in each group of ”app classifier” that we have mentioned in Figure 6.7 is
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Figure 6.7: The architecture we proposed for target app prediction. An example with input
gesture ”M” is given. The value Wx on the line which links the predictor source manager
and each source represents the weight used for prediction.
Table 6.10: Mean reason consistency value as a function of Preferred Creation Reason,
App Usage Frequency and Retention Interval.
frequent used apps Infrequent used apps
Reason 0-day 1-day 7-days 0-day 1-day 7-days
name 0.66 0.69 0.73 0.57 0.62 0.57
icon 0.35 0.35 0.30 0.45 0.42 0.4
function 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.11
other 0.69 0.60 0.66 0.70 0.45 0.32
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Table 6.11: App selected principal for ”app classifier”.
Group Letter shape gesture Drawing shape gesture Abstract shape gesture
name name including the input letter icon including the input letter name including letter ”i,l,z”
icon icon including the input letter icon including the input gesture icon including the gesture
function function including the input letter function related to the input gesture N/A
other other frequent used app other infrequent used app other apps
elected, following Table 6.11.
Based on our studies, we have learned from the collected data and drawn up the
probabilities tables (e.g., Figure 6.10) for which shape of gesture the user may adopt
based on their preferences. The aim of the Intelligent Launcher is to predicate which app
the user would be most likely to access based on these known factors and the gesture
they draw.
Bayesian networks are ideal for this task as the sources (the probability tables which
contain multiple conditions) we have already compiled and the output we require (the
probability the app will be the target the user may want to access) are a suitable match
for the Bayesian Network model. To justify this, it can be said that first, it is a type
of probabilistic graphical model that uses Bayesian inference for probability predictions
(Blodgett and Anderson 2000). Second, it has the advantage of taking an event that
occurred (our probabilities tables) and predicting the likelihood that any one of several
possible known causes was the contributing factor (of which type the gesture is) (Cano
et al. 2004).
Another advantage is that Bayesian networks require only the known independents
among the variables, rather than specifying a complete joint probability distribution, for
the prediction (de Cristo et al. 2003). This advantage can be used for the prediction of
quantities that are difficult, expensive or unethical to measure, based on other quantities
that are easier to obtain (Margaritis 2003). In our scenario, only providing the probability
of the gesture type under the conditions we already know (e.g., P (T |S,M,C,F), rather than
a complete probability distribution (e.g., p(S | M, C, F), etc.), is enough for the prediction.
So, based on the main findings in our two studies, we have constructed a Bayesian
network model for the following intelligent app predictor, the Intelligent Launcher (Figure
6.8). The model assumes that the candidate for being the next app is dependent on
the type of gesture which the user has created, the user’s preferred gesture creation
method and the app’s usage frequency. The type of gesture is dependent on three user
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Figure 6.8: Bayesian network model for intelligent launcher.
preference factors and the app’s usage frequency. Every time the user draws a gesture,
each app is assigned a score calculated as the conditional probability of the app that the
user wants to access, according to equation (6.2). The probabilities of the gesture type
are computed against the user’s preference and app’s usage frequency data (equation
(6.3)). Based on our results, we have constructed a conditional probability table (CPT):
see Table 6.1. The probability value on the right side of the equation (6.4) can be found
from our CPT.
The higher the score A, the more the probability that the user wants to access this
app.
Score(A) = P (A|T, F,G) = P (A, T, F,G)
P (T, F,G)
(6.2)
P (A, T, F,G) = P (F )× P (G)× P (T |F )× P (A|F, T,G) (6.3)
Score(A) =
P (T |F )× P (A|F, T,G)
P (G|S,M,C, F ) (6.4)
6.5 Conclusion
In chapter 5, the Intelligent Launcher provided an alternative approach to infer a target
app via the users’ gesture. The novelty of it is two-fold. First, it has expanded the vocab-
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ulary of handwriting gesture shortcuts, allowing users employing a Letter gesture based
on either an app’s name or function keyword to access the app. This provides flexibility
to the user and makes it more complete. Second, it infers which app the user wants to
access with a degree of similarity between the Drawing gesture and the apps’ icon. Using
the icons of apps installed on users’ smartphones rather than a template created by other
people makes the method highly customised. However, whether it is possible to predict
a gesture type a user has chosen based on their profile, and how to do this, remains
unclear.
This chapter has collated and analysed the users’ profile, gestures and the reasons
behind the choices of gestures for accessing target apps. We have found a relationship
between the user’s profile and their choice of gesture. Based on this, we have proposed
an innovative gesture-based target app prediction method.
The predictor does not need to ask the reason why the user created the gesture
each time it is used, and it can infer the most likely app the user wants to access. The
participants in our experiment created their own gesture shortcuts for app access. After
they had created a gesture and associated it with a target app, they explained why they
had created the gesture. We recorded the explanations and gestures. The experiment
was repeated 24 hours and 7 days following their initial creation. The gesture creation
consistency did not significantly drop following both the short interval (24 hours) and
the relatively long interval (7 days). The gesture shapes tended to be different, based on
personal preferences and the contextual information.
Based on our results, the Intelligent Launcher provided (1) a Bayesian network al-
gorithm for the gesture shape prediction, and (2) a mixed gesture recognition method
for future intelligent app predictors. An example of ”target app prediction” which these
methods apply, is also demonstrated in this chapter.
This chapter contributes in advancing the field of HCI and gesture-based interfaces
specifically by answering two important research questions: (1) does the type of gesture
users choose relate to their profile information? and (2) how can these relationships
and the reasons behind the gesture creation to construct a target app predictor? Future
research should aim to check the accuracy of this predictor, as well as to compare its
accuracy and speed with the PGS method (Zhang et al. 2016).
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Overall, the preliminary findings in this study demonstrate a promising future for the
proposed method. It could be offered as another option alongside existing solutions. We
hope the proposed method will greatly speed up app access and improve smartphone
user experience.
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Conclusion and Future Direction
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis proposed the ”PGS” and ”Intelligent Launcher” methods for app access tasks
on smartphones.
Chapter 3 and 4 followed previous research to explore approaches for saving app
look-up time. Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the PGS method, which in-
cluded an initial study with 33 participants and 15 frequent used apps and an exploratory
study with 36 participants for both frequent and infrequent used apps. This thesis pro-
posed a gesture shortcut definition strategy and investigated its influence on gesture
recall accuracy. This thesis also demonstrated the process of sampling apps of different
usage frequency for user studies. Agile Search was developed to test this accuracy. Agile
Gesture was developed to test both the recall accuracy and app access speed.
The preliminary findings regarding the PGS method demonstrated a promising future
for the proposed method. Overall performances on app look-up time showed that using
the PGS method can significantly improve (P < 0.05) the speed of looking up the target
app rather than using a traditional graphic interface (GUI). One drawback of this pro-
posed method is that this method relies on the users’ memorisation of their self-defined
gestures. Our work provided evidence that this limitation would not extend to different re-
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call intervals; at least the recall accuracy after the first day and after seven days following
the initial gesture definition did not show any differences.
However, Chapter 4 also found, based on the natural differences of frequent and
infrequent used apps, only relying on the PGS method may lead to several challenges.
For example, the great advantage of finding infrequent used apps may be limited by
the users’ ability to memorize. A way to eliminate this limitation on memorisation was
explored and described in the following Chapter.
The Intelligent Launcher provides an alternative way of using touch gesture for ac-
cessing apps. To explore how to design the Intelligent Launcher, Chapter 5 collected
the gesture shortcuts 36 users created for accessing their target apps. A data collection
tool was developed for collecting these data. Based on the analyses of these data, the
Intelligent Launcher was developed. An evaluation study involving 22 participants was
conducted to test the Intelligent Launcher’s accuracy.
The Intelligent Launcher (1) improved the prediction accuracy of the Drawing gesture
by personalizing the target-matching template, (2) extended the prediction of the Letter
gesture by adding to the ”Name Library” a ”Function Library” based on Google Play, and
(3) filled in the gap of Abstract gesture predictions by using the App Usage Frequency
history information. Our evaluation study showed that the Intelligent Launcher was able
to achieve a high level of prediction accuracy (96%) and a satisfactory user experience.
To improve the correctness of the predictions, Chapter 6 focused on exploring the
relationship between the factors and the gesture shape, and propose a mixed sources-
gesture-app prediction method based on our findings. This was motivated by Gesture
Marks, which predicts the target app for handwriting and non-handwriting gestures via
different sources (handwriting recogniser vs. predefined template). This confirms that
before prediction, it is important to attribute the gesture to a particular (accurate) source.
Differing from Gesture Marks (Heuwing et al. 2015), which infers the gesture relying on
another user’s gesture template or on a handwriting- app’s name recognition, Chapter 6
proposed the approach of predicting the gesture by coordinating sources, such as the
app’s name, icon or function. In particular, to determine the source used for prediction,
we examined these factors and how they might influence the gesture.
Both the ”PGS” and the ”Intelligent Launcher” opened a new way of quickly accessing
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apps on mobile devices. This thesis has contributed to the body of HCI research by (1)
conducting an experiment to test the users’ performance with the proposed methods; (2)
providing new gesture data collection methods (i.e., Agile Search and Agile Gesture);
(3) analysing the data and proposing guidance towards improving current touch gesture
shortcut methods; (4) proposing innovative AI methods to predict target apps for fast
access (i.e., the Intelligent Launcher); and (5) demonstrating a way of improving target
app prediction by considering a user’s preference.
7.2 Future direction
The main challenge of PGS is to deal with gesture recall errors. To understand how ac-
cessing failures occurred in the gesture recall tests, we identified and classified the main
sources of recall failures in our data. This should provide useful information for future im-
provements to the proposed gesture method. For example, because gestures classified
as Abstract are more likely to result in poor memorisation, gesture-based methods that
discourage users from using Abstract gestures as shortcut gestures could be developed.
Future research should aim to improve the accuracy of gesture recall. This could
be done by offering informed feedback (i.e., the gesture creation reason) at the stage of
gesture personalization, as well as by developing more flexibility (e.g., allowing users to
choose their gesture creation reason rather than predict it from the users’ profile) at the
stage of gesture recall.
The main challenge of the intelligent app predictor we have proposed is how well it
deals with app prediction accuracy. The predictor does not need to endure the setback
of recall accuracy on predefiend gestures. However, it inevitably has to suffer from a
prediction error problem.
A common feature in most of these prediction approaches is that they rely on a
gesture-app template. Gesture Marks allows for gestures to be used without having to
go through the initial learning stage and extending the gesture-app template through the
”wisdom of the crowd” (Ouyang and Li 2012). It builds the template based on a pre-
collected gesture-app library from the population of users combined with the handwrit-
ing recogniser (Bahlmann et al. 2002; Connell and Jain 2001; Hu et al. 2000). There-
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fore, it can infer the meaning of gestures that a user has never defined themselves
based on what other users have defined or what is in the handwriting recogniser. Even
though, among a corrected average predicting a total of 77%, the handwriting recogniser
contributed (44%) more than inferring from the non-handwriting template (33%), non-
handwriting gestures were used more for accessing an app (40%) than a website (14%).
This means the figures for correct prediction for accessing apps should be lower. One
possible reason for the low correctness is that the diversity app icons, which users are
constantly exposed to, have inspired them to use non-handwriting gestures on an indi-
vidual basis, and only 21% of the gestures could be predicted by using another users’
template (Ouyang and Li 2012). Another possible reason is that the handwriting gestures
are not always created based on an app’s name; sometimes they are created because of
an app’s function (Zhang et al. 2016).
In addition to this, several pieces of research have confirmed that users use different
shaped gestures to access an app (Wobbrock et al. 2009; Nacenta et al. 2013; Poppinga
et al. 2014). What causes this difference in users’ choice? Previous work has pointed
out that users defined their gestures differently based on corresponding features: for
example, a letter-like gesture created based on an app’s name (Lu¨ et al. 2014a) or a
drawing-shaped gesture created based on an app’s icon (Zhang 2016). Users create
different shapes of gestures for a variety of reasons (Poppinga et al. 2014) and they do
not always create the gesture for the same reasons (Anthony et al. 2013).
In Chapter 6, the prediction accuracy was improved by learning from the user’s pro-
file. Chapter 6 predicted a link between the gesture creation reason and the gesture’s
shape. Knowing that means we can tell the predictor to predicate based on correspond-
ing sources and for certain shapes. For example, the gesture ”m” is a letter-shaped
gesture which may rely on: (1) the name- the predictor should consider finding the target
app among apps those with a letter ”m” in their name, such as ”Mail”, ”Messenger”, etc.;
(2) the function- the predictor should consider finding the target app among those apps
which include the letter ”m” in their function, such as, ”Waze” (the map function), ”Skype”
(the message function), etc. However other information, such as last used app, users’
age, etc. which have not been investigated, may be helpful for target app prediction as
well. Therefore, it would be ideal if the future intelligent app predictor could get a better
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understanding of the user.
Overall, it is obvious that both the PGS and our proposed methods can provide users
with alternative ways of accessing apps. Future work can (1) check the accessing speed
and users’ satisfaction of both methods. Perhaps we can find better, more suitable so-
lutions for each user with an app accessing problem; (2) extend the proposed methods
to other mobile devices, such as tablets and smartwatches; (3) improve the accuracy of
PGS recall by offering informed feedback (i.e., gesture creation reasons); (4) improve the
Intelligent Launcher’s predictions through a better understanding of how and why users
create gestures in different shapes.
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